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ABSTRACT  

This research was conducted in anticipation of the time of the COVID-19 pandemic 

when social distancing and lockdown became a new norm. As part of business 

continuity measures, employers asked their workforce to work from home, and 

there is already a known trend of working remotely. Businesses allow this to 

minimise costs and maximise gains. These gains can come at a cost, i.e., huge 

amounts of sensitive data move outside the secure enterprise network and across 

many devices, often with questionable security arrangements. Typically, remote 

employees or staff working from home have a wireless modem at home with ‘zero’ 

security features. These devices are good for providing internet and network 

connectivity but not security, which makes home network users and staff working 

remotely from home vulnerable and soft targets. 

In this research, it is identified in depth what a typical smart home looks like. What 

are the security challenges faced by home users/staff working from home? What 

are the security aspects where such users are challenged? Due to the type of devices 

and audience at home, they cannot be left to fight for themselves. This is of specific 

and essential importance. There should be new ways of looking at home networks 

and ideas to protect home networks that have the same level of security as 

enterprises have these days. 

Furthermore, this research aimed to establish a model to offer support from Internet 

Service Providers (ISPs) to home network users and that security responsibility be 

gradually moved away from the users themselves to their ISPs. The various 

technical security responsibilities can be taken away from home users and given to 

ISPs. The idea of a managed firewall solution for enterprise networks will be 

brought into prospect for home networks. Firewalls have proven to be an efficient 

and effective solution to protect enterprise networks, and modern home networks 

are also the same but smaller in scale. Some enterprises have acquired managed 

firewall solutions from ISPs. Similarly, an ISP-managed firewall will be introduced 

in a home network which will work as a gateway to the internet. 
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This research continued by evaluating three firewall packages available in New 

Zealand to see which one provides the most comprehensive security for a home 

network user. To achieve the objectives of this study and considering the size of the 

home network, shortlist firewall packages that will have the same feature set 

available to home network users as those available for enterprise networks. 

To test the hypothesis that an ISP managed firewall solution is an effective solution 

for protecting the home network. This research evaluated the market solutions that 

are available to home network users through ISPs and 3rd party vendors. Test 

firewall solutions in the home lab against the various attacks that are security threats 

and monitor their results by performing ethical hacking best practices. The data 

from multiple sources will be captured and parsed. The data obtained will be 

analysed individually to monitor the performance of each firewall and compare it 

with other firewall results. The test results in a comparison of the performance of 

each product with the manufacturer’s claims and the performance of each firewall. 

From this study, we will identify the optimum firewall solution available for home 

networks through ISPs. From the comparative analysis, judgements will be made 

on the value proposition of these firewall packages, which are more suitable for 

home network users as a product, and recommendations will be made. 

This study aimed to identify the modern-day security threats to a home network and 

how to protect the home network from them?  How a home network can be 

protected from ever-emerging security threats? Does the knowledge of cyber 

security help home network users protect their homes and secure their home 

networks? What help ISPs can offer to home network users? Do ISP-managed 

firewalls help home network users secure their home network? Determine the role 

a firewall can play in a home network and keep the security threats at bay? Evaluate 

multiple vendor firewall packages and each vendor's unique offering which will 

protect the home network and secure home network users. Lastly, conclude the 

study with the test results obtained, and suggest the future direction in which this 

study should progress and explore more options and strategies that can help home 

network users and secure home networks. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

Work from home WFH was a relaxation offered by the employer to their workforce to give 

them ease to continue work from home without coming in the office and perform office work 

by being at home. For this purpose, those employees need internet to connect back to the office 

network i.e., those employees working from home will have to connect to the home network, 

this network does offer connectivity to the office network, but it does not provide the same 

level of security and does not offer the triad of security CIA which makes a home network 

secure. 

Comes 2020, when COVID-19 started spreading rapidly all over the world and was declared a 

pandemic. Countries started enforcing travel bans, mask-wearing outside becomes mandatory 

and physical distance becomes the responsibility of the public. When COVID started spreading 

in the communities it becomes inevitable to lockdown cities concerning public health. All 

cooperate office enforced their employees to remain at home forced them to take mandatory 

leaves. But when leaves are over, and employees start returning to work and still the lockdown 

continued employers enforce these employees to start working from home and connecting to 

VPN Virtual Private Network through the internet using the home network as they still cannot 

go out and use public and use public internet facilities and restricted to the home. Suddenly, 

WFH becomes a new normal and the home network started serving employees who continued 

their job by working from home this time not as a relaxation but out of necessity.  

Typically, at home, there are not only corporate employees, but it is a whole full-fledged 

network of its own and it encompasses not only multiple type users but also has multiple types 

of devices in it. Again, due to COVID-9 restrictions, a huge number of students suffered as 

well, so the education continued through distance learning platforms using meeting and desktop 

sharing tools as institutes don’t offer to connect back or support remote working to such a huge 

number or neither were they prepared for such unseen scenario. Now, students who were 

schooled at the designated places like schools, colleges and universities started using home 

networks providing internet to get education by connecting tablets, mobile phones, laptops, 
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desktops, etc. whatever means they have to connect to get education increase the traffic in a 

home network.  

 

Figure 1-0-1 Typical home network 

The home network has now become very important, and it has now designated with power and 

as said with great power comes great responsibility. With so much traffic, a large number of 

users and so many devices in a home network, also makes it vulnerable from this point comes 

the motivation of this research study topic. 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

As established, the importance of a home network to support work from home, has increased 

in the volume of traffic it sends/receives and the type of users a home network has, making it 

a point of interest for cyber threats. A typical home network provides connectivity to the 

internet, but does it also provide security as well? The answer is ‘NO’, a home network only 

offers basic connectivity within a home network and internet accessibility, but it does not 

provide security, it does not offer security features that can protect the home network users, 

home users are vulnerable can easily be tricked into a grave situation which can cause real grief 

to the users be it the employee who are working from home or a student who is getting an 

education. A simple click on the malicious link can cause big trouble.  

A home network is extremely vulnerable, due to the audience and the type of devices in it, there 

is no defence mechanism in place to protect a home network, the devices hosted, and the users 

in it. The other big reason is public are not tech savvy in terms of cyber-security, the public has 

very little knowledge of cyber security (Kritzinger, 2013), the public does not know the 

methods of how malicious users approach and what methods they do employee to conduct a 

cyber-attack, the owner of the home network does know about the threat surface in the home 
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network. Cyber security is a very specialised field not everyone has the knowledge and very 

few are expert in it. User tricked into cyber exploit doesn’t even know and that scenario last 

for an extended period of time, there are situations when home network and its users are not 

directly affected but used this network to participate causing cyber-attacks on others without 

knowing DDOS attacks are prime examples of it, which are causing the problem to the world 

and are a persistent threat to everyone (de Lutiis, 2010). An Insecure home network is a 

problem and ultimately it becomes a part of a big problem when it joins to participate with 

other networks to cause a cyber-attack, which not just cause trouble to individuals, but 

companies, corporates, and governments as well. In this scenario, suffers the overall economy, 

and these effects are long-lasting and ripple down to hit a common man. 

This scenario stresses conducting research to protect the home network, its devices, and its 

users to save it from any cyber-thereat and cyber-attack conducted on it.  

1.2 RESEARCH AIM 

The goal of this research is to work on home network security in order to secure a home 

network. Considering the aspects of a home network, the devices connected in a home network, 

and the user's participation in it, the user contributes to its security. When users connect to a 

home network, they should not be afraid; they should connect with the peace of mind, freely 

and without regard for the consequences.  

 

Figure 1-0-2 Securing home with Firewall 

To secure a home network, conduct research on how a home network can be secured, whether 

home network users seek professional assistance in sorting out security issues, how a home 
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network and its users can follow industry support, and a security measure to protect the home 

network. What are the best methods for accomplishing this? Are there any secure security 

models in place to accomplish this? In addition, we must investigate security models that can 

take on the responsibility of securing home networks while abdicating responsibility from 

home network users. Building security features into infrastructure to help home network users 

and raise awareness at the grassroots level about cyber-security and cyber-threats. An 

integrated approach that removes security responsibility from the home network user and 

places it in its own hands, i.e., to assist home network users, has suitable skills and manpower 

available. This is only feasible at the ISP level because ISPs provides an internet connection to 

home networks and their users, ISPs have infrastructure and personnel, and ISPs have security 

professionals and support employees that understand security and can assist home network 

users. 

1.3 THESIS STRUCTURE  

The research will begin by gaining an understanding of the home network, the home network 

user, and the home network devices. Additionally, to understand the security requirements and 

propose security models and architecture of the infrastructure to provide security to home 

networks against threats. To understand what threats are faced by the home network and its 

users a literature review will progress to understand cyber-attacks and the type of cyber-attacks 

and malicious users are subject to practice in the real world for exploitation. 

The infrastructure proposed during the literature review will be examined further in the study. 

This establishes the method for testing the suggested model. This study employs a quantitative 

research approach. The proposed concept of using firewalls to secure the home network will 

be evaluated. A lab configuration that replicates the home network is necessary. This network 

contains a threat actor targeting the home network (internal) and its users from an outside 

segment (internet). This lab will be based on ethical hacking principles. testing market firewall 

products to determine their efficiency against malicious code. Data from each known cyber-

attack, i.e., malicious code execution from the outside host Kali Linux to the inside host Win7 

PC, must be collected. The data will consist of firewall logs, NMAP scans, Wireshark packet 

capture files, and impacts on Win7 PCs that will assist us in understanding the function of the 

firewall in the home network and the capabilities given by a firewall that can help safeguard 

the home network. The lab setting will assist us in understanding the firewall configuration, 
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features, and effectiveness. It also allows us to evaluate firewall products, their distinct features, 

and their efficacy in securing the home network. Enough data will be gathered by capturing 

various logs and testing results to answer set research questions,  present the findings of the 

study, and evaluate the functionality of the firewall to defend a home network.  

The discussion will continue by analysing the results, discussing firewall packages' 

performance in the lab, the effectiveness of the proposed infrastructure models and 

summarizing the overall study with its outcomes and conclusions. Furthermore, identify future 

work required to be carried out to direct this study in a forward direction.  

The following chapter will begin with an introduction and then review the literature of previous 

studies done in this area of research to develop a better understanding of the topic and the 

requirements of this research study, which will help us understand the challenges in -depth and 

help us answer the research study's questions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 INTRODUCTION  

Home networks have evolved into new connection centres, allowing users to access a variety 

of platforms, services, and gadgets for professional, social, and informational reasons, as well 

as domestic tasks. These networks also connect users in a variety of roles, including home 

office workers, remote employees, housewives, students, and IoT devices. Home internet 

connections are extremely important to these individuals. Smart gadgets abound on home 

networks. Smart IoT-based gadgets have swamped houses in this modern era. We have these 

devices in every area of our house, each with its own function. The point we entre in our home 

through the fence we have a welcoming smart IP based IOT wireless security surveillance 

cameras device making secure from our driveways to door locks, doorbells, smart AI-based 

device like Alexa and google nest device are just there to assist us and help us in many ways 

and to carry our work and life and help them make it simpler, assisted, intuitive and friendly. 

The essential and common thing among all these devices is network connectivity, an integrated 

environment of all connected devices at home. 

In a house where there is a jungle of these linked gadgets, where each item play s its duty 

efficiently and successfully, the issue arises: are these devices secure? Is the network 

connectivity between these devices secure? How safe is the internet through which they 

connect to our world or their servers? Wi-Fi is used to connect the gadget. How safe and 

dependable is it? At-home users of these gadgets are aware of the cyber security dangers. 

Because of a lack of information about cyber awareness and safeguarding themselves, end-

users are recognised as a risk to themselves and others (S. Furnell et al., 2008). Home users are 

most vulnerable to cyber-attacks (S. M. Furnell et al., 2007).  

The technology has grown at a very rapid pace in the last couple of decades and its adaption 

has also matched its pace. The public is only aware of the benefits but hardly realise the 

adversities of such technology due to “The sorry state of information security awareness for 

the public at large is an even bigger problem than the relative lack of security awareness in 

enterprises”(Kritzinger & von Solms, 2010).  In general, “…users are ultimately responsible 
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for their own systems and may often lack the knowledge or inclination to take steps to protect 

themselves” (S. M. Furnell et al., 2007).   

In an age of pandemic where everyone is restricted to their homes due to various lockdown 

situations, people are forced to stay at home in their bubbles, restricting their movements as 

much as possible. People are forced to change their current lifestyles and adapt to a new 

lifestyle because the government imposes such restrictions on them. Work From Home, also 

known as WFH, has become a new norm in order to restrict the travel of employees living in 

various parts of the city or suburbs from their home to their workplace, and employees can 

remain in their bubble without being exposed to parts of the city. Usually, employees carry out 

work from their corporate offices or from designated work areas where the office network is 

available. Office corporate networks are trusted networks as they are sophisticated, well-

planned, scalable, and secure networks and they also enable their employees to connect back 

to the corporate office using VPN clients. This VPN provides a connection back to the 

corporate office and its data and resources. But the network connectivity of the internet 

connection to the home is secure in itself and is connected to the internet through a modem. 

ISP-provided internet modems have hardly any security mechanisms in place to protect the 

home network. Home computers with access to the Internet are one of the weaker links as they 

are typically not as well protected as computers in the corporate world (Ghernaouti, 2017). 

This unprotected/unsecured network not only poses threats (risks) to the remote workforce but 

also poses threats (threats) to the corporate office as well. 

There is not just a remote workforce of corporate employees who are working and operating 

from home; there are other categories of users connected to home networks who have 

traditionally operated like students or small business owners who have a home office. These 

categories of users do not have protected devices like corporate devices, i.e., laptops, phones, 

and tablets, which are given to the remote workforce to operate and have very limited 

administrative rights to make changes. Only white-listed software can be downloaded and 

executed on those machines, but in this category of users, users own the devices and have all 

the administrative rights to make changes and administrate them. They can download any 

software from anywhere and make any changes to their devices, which makes them most 

vulnerable. "... the majority of home users are likely to be vulnerable targets unless safeguards 

are automatically provided for them." (S. M. Furnell et al., 2007). These users do not 
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understand cyber security, nor do they have professionals helping to protect their network and 

their devices. Home users are on their own " (Kritzinger, 2013). They are prime vulnerabilities, 

and attacks are known as "soft targets." A simple email message can make their devices 

vulnerable. It's unrealistic to expect home users to be responsible for their own security. They 

don't have the expertise, and they're not going to learn" (Kritzinger, 2013), as that’s not the 

main field or line of business. Cyber security is a very technical and specific field in the IT 

industry. The general public has a very basic awareness of it, but when attacks are conducted, 

they are not basic in nature. Even experts need trained eyes to judge it. "As more individuals 

worldwide gain Internet access through mobile phones, cybercriminals will have millions of 

inexperienced users to dupe with unsophisticated or well-worn scamming techniques that more 

savvy users grow wise to (or fall victim to) "(Thornton-Trump, 2018). Due to a lack of 

knowledge and awareness of cyber security standards, there are no set standards and policies 

by which home users are governed. The systems are not patched, the passwords are weak and 

easy to guess, you visit harmful sites, click on any link received in an email, and the list goes 

on with the liberty to use personal devices without restriction. As a result, if one device gets 

compromised in the network, there is a good chance that the entire network will get 

compromised as malicious users need an entry point into the network. 

There is another category of devices that have now become very popular in a home network; 

these are IoT devices. These IoT devices come in a variety of shapes and sizes and can be found 

anywhere from our driveways to our walls, over the chest board, in our living rooms, and in 

our bedrooms. They offer variety and offer a huge range of services. These IoT devices offer 

value-added services through automation. A person leaving the house can schedule its tasks to 

start at a certain time and instructions can be given to the device through the internet from 

outside of the home to these devices, which reaches these devices' home connectivity to the 

internet, hence making life easy and removing manual labour tasks, which are time-consuming 

and have inherited delays. These IoT devices are very good at their designed objectives and are 

always up to the assigned tasks, but the question arises: are they secure as well, considering 

their design limitations? Their security is most dependent on the connected network. As 

mentioned previously, any loophole in such systems can cost dearly. Most of the time, it ends 

up in a huge financial loss. That depends on the individuals in terms of their risk appetite, which 

leads us to think that individuals in this situation can consider the challenge at hand when 
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service is disrupted. Such incidents are not one-time events. They have happened in the past 

and will also occur in the future. 

Further in this chapter, we will discuss the artefacts of a home network in its entirety, deep dive 

into the home network and discuss the connectivity, what various devices are commonly used 

at home, their dedication to the tasks with their objectives means through which they 

communicate with the home network, the communication protocols of these devices, their 

inherited features of security in those protocols, and flaws in the protocols of these devices. We 

will also discuss potential attacks on home networks and their impact on the home network. 

We will also discuss how to identify threat agents and threat vectors in a home network. We 

will also discuss vulnerabilities, how to analyse those vulnerabilities and methods to identify 

them. It will also be discussed what best practices home users should adopt to protect their 

home network. What standard should be followed? What approach should be taken to protect 

the home network? What are the minimum criteria and standards that home users can follow 

to protect their home network? The discussion on all artefacts will be summed-up and the 

industry's suggestions will be included to conclude this chapter. 

2.1 SECURITY MODELS 

A home network security system typically employs three working models or progresses 

through three architectural security designs. This model is known as the "security vs. 

responsibility model" or "architecture." In this security vs. responsibility model, there are three 

main network designs available. This can be a balance of cyber security responsibilities 

between the home users and the service provider, or it can be a model where home users can 

have more responsibility for their home network security than the internet service provider, 

and in the last model, home users have fewer security responsibilities associated with their 

home network, while the internet service provider carries more weight in securing it. The idea 

behind these three main approaches is to seek some technical assistance from the Internet 

service provider for home users due to a lack of knowledge in the cyber-security space 

(Kritzinger, 2013). These three model/architectures are also referred to as "thick," 

"intermediate," and "thin." 
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Figure 2-1 Home security vs responsibility 

These security models have their own in-built pros and cons, as there is nothing like one model 

that will provide absolute security to a home network and its users. Home users will always 

have to share the security and responsibility space with the internet service provider to improve 

the security posture of the home network. 

2.1.1  HOME NETWORK BASED ON THICK SECURITY MODEL  

This is the most frequent, extensively used, and generally available market model. Most home 

users are not tech-savvy; they just have a functional understanding of devices, programmes, 

and networks. They are not fully aware of their home network's security or have second -hand 

knowledge of it, but if they are aware of built-in security features such as firewalls and anti-

malware protection, they can defend themselves from any potential security dangers. Home 

Internet users are particularly unprepared to secure their computers (Pijpker & Vranken, 2017). 

Home PCs with Internet access are one of the weaker links, as they are often not as adequately 

secured (Ghernaouti, 2017). Thick security-oriented home networks are home network 

architectures in which users are responsible for controlling the security of their home network. 

Previously, we have discussed that such models are weak in protecting home networks and the 

problems to which home users are likely to be exposed, in terms of security defined as risks 

are:  
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• The passwords tend to be weak   

• The systems are not downloaded with the latest security patches/updates 

• Unaware of Software licenses have lapsed  

• Outdated anti-virus packages 

• Inadequate security protection and privacy settings  

• Device security settings not correctly configured or on default mode 

• Lack of information security-related awareness.  

• They are not aware of the latest security-related risks 

 

Figure 2-2 Thick security home user 

With a thick security model, as users are solely responsible for managing their home network 

and its security, there is no external aid available to seek or enforce standards to protect against 

or establish a cyber defence. This leads the home user to educate themselves about cyber 

security and to be more cyber-aware to build a defence against any cyber incident, but their 

knowledge and understanding can only let them do so much, which eventually is not enough. 

Cyber incidents are not exclusive to home network users or the WFH workforce; they are a 
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threat to the whole IT industry and a phenomenon known globally as "the escalation of cyber 

incidents" due to a computer that was not protected. Poor computer security by individuals 

creates a national security problem. " (Hupp, 2014). Another reason why governments should 

also consider home network security very seriously is that it is now apparent that thick security 

models are risky and are a threat not only to home users but the whole IT industry in general. 

An insecure home network can serve as ground zero for any cyber incident affecting critical 

infrastructure. A full-fledged situation could have strategic ramifications for any country. It has 

now become inevitable to address the conventional thick security model and seek some 

assistance for home users to ensure home network security.   

2.1.2 HOME NETWORK BASED ON INTERMEDIATE SECURITY MODEL  

In this model, home network security is a shared responsibility between the home user and a 

third party, which in this scenario is an ISP providing internet connectivity to home users. Why 

would you use an ISP as a third party? Because every home network that needs internet should 

connect to some sort of ISP. ISPs are responsible for providing internet access, and they also 

provide technical support for it. In the intermediate security model, ISPs will get directly 

involved with the security of home networks as "ISPs are in an optimal location to identify 

malicious incoming and outgoing Internet traffic and ISPs have the knowledge and capabilities 

to react" (Kritzinger, 2013). 

 

Figure 2-3 Intermediate security home user 
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ISPs, as the name implies, provide internet access, have technical support staff who have 

knowledge and understanding of cyber security or a better understanding of cyber security, 

also have a better understanding of home networks or any network in general, and will be in a 

better position to suggest and advise home users on home network security (S. Furnell et al., 

2008). 

In this intermediate security model, home network security is shared, where ISPs will place 

agreed controls to manage the internet and provide on-ramp security to home users by 

protecting their home networks from malware and by containing and notifying users of cyber 

incidents that have taken place. 

Currently, in the NZ market, an intermediate model, i.e., a shared responsibility model, is in 

place with the product called "Netshield". There are 2 versions available: basic and premium. 

The basic version blocks harmful content and permits searching safely, and the second version, 

which is a premium version, blocks harmful content, allows searching safely, sets content 

restrictions, time of day control, blocks specific websites and internet use as well. Through this, 

ISPs also create awareness among their users about cyber security and how to detect and protect 

against it.  Home network users will be more aware of cyber security threats and ISPs controls 

will help them with some threats at the awaken which otherwise will have to be dealt with by 

home users by themselves.  

An intermediate security model is not an answer to all information security-related issues, nor 

is it a complete model to deal with all cyber threats. There is also another step forward in the 

same direction, a third security model that creates more awareness and provides a more robust 

defense against cyber threats. This step moves further in the direction of delegating more 

responsibilities to ISPs, making ISPs more responsible for looking after home network security. 

This means that home network users will have limited responsibility towards their home 

network security. Hence, we call it the "thin security model." 

2.1.3 HOME NETWORK BASED ON THIN SECURITY MODEL  

A thin security model is another shared responsibility model, but in this model, the majority of 

the home network's security responsibilities are taken away from the home users. Those 

responsibilities (security) are taken over by ISPs and become their responsibility. Home users 

will still have some responsibilities and have some small level of cybersecurity -related 
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challenges to overcome, but in this model, home users will have ISPs' help available, which 

can help them sort out such challenges in the form of tech support. ISPs will protect home users 

from any cyber threats. As in this model, protecting home network users from any cyber threats 

falls under the ISPs' responsibility area. To make it happen, ISPs will enforce a number of 

agreed policies, protection mechanisms, and industry best practices to ensure the safety of 

home network security (Kritzinger, 2013). 

These security mechanisms can be devised at both ends at customer home commonly known 

as edge and these solutions can be devices at the ISPs side which are commonly known as on-

ramp security the examples of such services can be offered are as:   

• Authentication, authorization, and Accounting  

• Spam Protection 

• Updated to anti-virus  

• Advanced malware protection / Threat Grid  

• Vulnerabilities patch management 

• DDOS protection 

• Secure DNS 

• Content filtering / URL filtering  

• IDS / IPS  

• Monitoring and reporting 

• Firewall and Traffic shaping  

• Web search filtering  

The thin security model in which users have shared but limited security responsibility of home 

network, illustration given in the diagram as: 
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Figure 2-4 Thin security home user 

In the thin security model, home network users will have access to technical support from ISPs. 

ISPs will remediate most home network security issues that arise from the edge, i.e., from the 

home network side, which serves as a ground zero for any attack and suppresses it from 

spreading. They will also protect against any possible threats that appear from the outside of 

the home network, i.e., from the service provider side of the network, and leverage users from 

technical responsibilities. As a result, home users cannot entirely abdicate responsibility for 

home network security; rather, home users and workers who work from home must continue 

to acquire up-to-date information security and cyber threat knowledge. ISPs can set up a portal 

or email distribution groups to which they can send notifications and emails with the most 

recent updates, assisting home users in developing information security awareness and 

informing their customers about the most recent cyber risks. Such a site might also be made 

available to the general public in order to increase their cyber security awareness. As a result, 

ISPs can market their offerings under this model to the community, which will have a greater 

impact, because once the general public is more aware of cyber security risks, they will act to 

mitigate risk, and it will be easier for most home users to delegate such responsibilities to ISPs.  
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Through this model, ISPs can establish a delivery platform through which ISPs can procure the 

best security products and avail the best services being offered by the security companies and 

provide them to home network users, which otherwise a common home network will not be 

able to get. It is possible only through economy of scale. ISPs can manage uniformity of 

security solutions by providing the same level of services to all home networks, through regular 

patching, and through pushing regular software updates, which is a very effective way of 

managing security, because each home user must manage security separately and has to go 

through every single step manually. 

2.2 POTENTIAL SECURITY THREATS 

Cybercriminals have their own vision and mission to embark on their own digital 

transformation journey. Computers, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and cloud initiatives have 

provided them with more and new ways to penetrate networks through an exponentially 

increasing attack surface. Modern technologies like machine learning (ML) and artificial 

intelligence (AI) have enabled these miscreants with new tools through which they can 

distribute malware, aim for high-end targets, and get access to larger and more diverse 

audiences. As technology progresses, miscreants are becoming progressively more evasive, 

sophisticated, and stealthy. 

Cybercriminals are smart, inventive, and vicious, and they have an abundance of resources at 

their disposal. Their methods have evolved dramatically over time, and even before a target 

notices any occurrence, they have already fled with all of their vital information.  

In the beginning, breaking into computers and networks was just for fun and was very popular 

among tech-savvy users. These tech-savvy users desired to show off their skills to each other 

and wanted to show the supremacy of their skills over one another. However, as time 

progressed, these technologically proficient people grew financially motivated and broke into 

computers and networks, evolving their attacks into more complex ones that subsequently 

became security dangers to all IT infrastructure. A handful of the major security risks are 

described in the following sections of this chapter. 
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2.2.1 DOS ATTACK 

A DOS attack, or denial-of-service attack, as the name suggests, denies the service request, 

which means services hosted on this server become unavailable to users. Like any other server 

that hosts a service, this server is flooded with more requests than it can handle, i.e., too many 

requests are sent to this server that this server cannot handle, and thus offering service to users 

is denied. These flooded queries are illegitimate and programmed specifically to flood the said 

server, consume all of its resources, and cause a crash. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 DOS Attack 

There is another type of DOS attack, in this type of attack, the malicious actors use the 

weaknesses of an application or programme to break into the system, i.e., they make use of the 

vulnerabilities of that system. As a result, the system crashes and services are disrupted.   
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2.2.2 DDOS ATTACK 

DDOS stands for Distributed Denial-of-Service. As the name suggests, it is a distributed DOS 

attack that is employed by malicious users to disrupt service. The word "distributed" suggests 

that there are multiple actors or botnets, i.e., sources are used to flood the target for service 

disruption. Usually, these kinds of attacks are conducted to damage the brand's reputation and 

trigger financial losses by preventing legitimate users from accessing the service. These 

malicious users control botnets from a single source called botmasters. They exploit 

vulnerabilities in the system and install these botnets, a form of malware that is often a virus 

or trojan virus (Saxena et al., 2020a). When a substantial number of trojan viruses are available 

at various locations to conduct the attack, the botmaster sends the instruction to these botnets 

to start, and the botnets start sending an enormous amount of traffic, which chokes the 

system/network and makes it unable to perform the designated tasks. A distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) attack occurred in 2018 against the popular online code management system 

GitHub. GitHub was hit by an onslaught of traffic, which at its peak came in at a rate of 1.3 

terabytes per second, sending packets at a rate of 126.9 million per second. The attack wasn’t 

just massive, it was record-breaking. In this attack, the botmasters flooded Memcached servers 

with spoofed requests, which gave them the ability to amplify their attack by 50,000x (Saxena 

et al., 2020). 

2.2.3 MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK 

A Man-in-the-middle attack (MITM) is a technological way of eavesdropping. In this attack, a 

malicious user forces him to act as a relay or proxy in-between communication sessions 

between the two parties or systems, impersonates both source and destination, and has access 

to session information or two systems that were trying to send and receive from each other. In 

a man-in-the-middle attack, the malicious user gains access to sensitive information since it is 

sitting in between the sender and receiver. It can also manipulate the data or important 

information or can destroy the data in transit between the sender and receiver. It can also extract 

sensitive data, which can cause harm if leaked (Mallik et al., 2019). With the arrival of strong 

encryption mechanisms like HTTPS, even if a man-in-the-middle attack is conducted, the 

intruders won’t understand unless they know the key to decrypt it. We can completely evade 

this threat, as in recent times we have seen the "supply chain attack" of SolarWinds, where 
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malicious users took the software distribution server responsible for patching/upgrading 

servers and were compromised. 

 

Figure 2-6 Man in the middle attack 

2.2.4 NETWORK SNIFFING ATTACK 

It's akin to wiretapping when someone would listen in on your phone calls seeking critical 

information. In the same way, that packet sniffers work in the background and are hardwired 

or connected via Wi-Fi to the network, packet sniffers grab a copy of each packet being sent or 

received on the network. Packet sniffers give access to unencrypted sensitive information in 

networks like emails, passwords, source and destination, and clear text messages. This can also 

be avoided by using encryption, but sniffers can see what encryption is being used, and if 

malicious users obtain a key, they can decrypt the encrypted data. There are not only bad uses 

of packet sniffers but there are also good uses for network professionals who use such tools to 

troubleshoot network-related issues. For example, the use of "Wireshark" is very popular 

among network professionals. 
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Figure 2-7 Packet Sniffer 

 

2.2.5 SQL INJECTION 

SQL injections are based on SQL queries (language commonly used in Databases) injections, 

which means these queries are injected through the input data in the forms resulting in 

extracting data from it. SQL injection manipulation can extract sensitive information from the 

database, it can modify database entries, run administrative queries used for operational and 

management purposes of the database, it can recover the data from the fields of a given table 

present in the DBMS file system and, in some scenarios the commands can be given to the 

operating system. (Jang, 2020) 

 Much of the websites on the internet has a front end that is connected to databases at the back 

for data storage, SQL injections are very common due to inherited vulnerabilities in the DBMS.  

 

Figure 2-8 SQL injection 
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2.2.6 PHISHING ATTACK 

Phishing attacks are associated with impersonation (a source that pretends to be someone 

known to the target, and in reality, it is not that but a malicious actor). The most common 

method is through an email, which malicious actors will produce by using factors known to the 

target, usually a link that resembles something known or commonly used by the target or asking 

the target to act immediately by luring the target into a psychological state where they will click 

on the given link. Once the target clicks on the link, it will take the target to the malicious user 

domain (a fake domain) and ask the target to enter the private data. A copy of that private data 

is kept, which results in a compromise. Such attacks are commonly used to conduct bank fraud, 

gain access to email credits, gain access to personal communication, and ID theft, which is a 

common use of phishing attacks. 

 

Figure 2-9 Phishing attack 

2.2.7 RANSOMWARE 

In ransomware attacks, a malicious user infects the targeted host, encrypts target data, which 

in some cases can be an important file or entire computer, and holds the target hostage until the 

hostages pay a ransom in exchange for a key to decrypt the host or file (Hull et al., 2019).  

Modern-day ransomware incidents show that malicious users have been threatening the targets 

to release or sell the information, potentially increasing the prospective damage caused by such 

attacks by orders of scale. Once the target has been determined, malicious users can install 
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malware on the target system using remote systems or any vulnerability in the system. Once 

infected, the host transforms into modern-day ransomware that has the ability to move along 

the network and infect any hosts that are connected or online on that network. In recent days, 

it has come under observation that an increase in such attacks as holding individuals, 

enterprises, the health sector, and governments hostage, demanding ransom while remaining 

anonymous, which has become possible with the rise of blockchain-based cryptocurrencies and 

has emerged as one of the greatest risks in information security history. 

 

Figure 2-10 Ransomware Attack 

2.2.8 SOCIAL ENGINEERING 

Social engineering is relevant to psychological phenomena where an ill-intentioned person 

gains the trust of a victim or the victim himself, trusts the other person, and starts giving away 

private information. This information could be very sensitive in nature. As a social engineer, 

you are dependent on human error rather than relying on system vulnerabilities as the mistakes 

made by users are less predictable and tough to identify (Mouton et al., 2016). Social 

engineering attacks come in various shapes and forms wherever human interactions happen. 

Malicious users try to get the background information, try to talk through the initial point of 

entry, figure out the weak security protocols, and proceed further to get sensitive information 

or gain access to critical systems. Through social engineering, impersonation has become very 

common these days, where a person has all knowledge about the target and gives a call to the 

target's bank over the phone. Usually, banks perform verification based on information already 
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known to the malicious user, or the malicious user tricks the operator into a situation and gives 

away the desired outcomes. 

2.2.9 IOT ATTACKS 

IoT attacks are very easy to conduct as there are lots of vulnerabilities by design in IoT-based 

systems. The reason is that IoT devices are created to perform specific functions with minimal 

resources and have very small form factors. Malicious users can exploit these vulnerabilities 

as there is no security mechanism available to protect IoT devices and can easily gain control 

over these devices. They can also manipulate these IoT devices to work for them or conduct 

attacks on the target by installing botnets (Abdul-Ghani et al., 2018). Malicious users, such as 

surveillance cameras, can also gain access to private and sensitive information about the target 

for which these IOTs are being built. Once malicious users have gained access to the IoT, they 

can move around the network and gain control of or use other devices at their leisure . 

 

Figure 2-11 IOT attack 

 

2.2.10 ZERO-DAY EXPLOIT 

A zero-day exploit is basically a vulnerability; it is a weakness in a system or a network that 

malicious users take advantage of immediately after it is available for public use — the term 

"zero" here refers to the same-day in which vulnerabilities are taken advantage of. A zero-day 

attack occurs when the vulnerabilities are exploited (Ibor, 2018). It is determined by the 

vulnerability in the system how an attack would be conducted, but zero -day attacks have a 
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pattern. First, the malicious user goes through the code to look for vulnerabilities. Once the 

vulnerability is figured out in the system, malicious code is produced that will exploit this 

vulnerability, infiltrating the system and infecting it with the malicious code, then beginning 

exploitation. 

2.3 THE COUNTERMEASURE 

In the last few sections, the common types of attacks were discussed. Furthermore, in the 

sections, we will discuss countermeasures. There are a number of security mechanisms and 

their applicability to home networks: firewalls, IDS, AMP, and other solutions such as Network 

Access Control (NAC), anti-SPIT systems, and secure DNS. These solutions can be easily 

managed by ISPs working to support home users. ISPs can also use a remote management 

centre. It is a challenge for an ISP to remote into all kinds of devices in the home. It is common 

practice to use a home gateway as a point of entry in the home network, through which all 

devices become accessible in this model. Securing the gateway means securing the whole home 

network. 

2.3.1 ENDPOINT PROTECTION 

Endpoint protection refers to security practices used for securing data and workflows of 

individual devices that are connected to a network. Endpoint protection (EPP) works by 

analyzing files as they make their way into the network. Nowadays, EPPs connect to the on-

ramp power of cloud infrastructure, releasing endpoints from an ever-growing database and a 

growing schema of threats without storing all information locally (Sonali et al., 2019). Data in 

the cloud will allow ease of access with greater speed and scalability.  

An EPP has centralized management that is positioned on a network gateway or on a server. It 

enables the cybersecurity team to provide support remotely and manage the security control of 

a device. The client software is installed on each endpoint—it can be a SaaS and remotely 

managed, or it can be installed on the device directly. Once the endpoint has been updated, 

updates can be pushed to the endpoints when necessary, allowing log-in authentication from 

each device and managing policies from a single location. Through application control, EPPs 

secure endpoints and block applications that are malicious or unauthorized. Through 

unauthorized encryption, it prevents data loss. EPP solutions have two options to pick from; 
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they can be on-prem or they can be on-ramp cloud-based solutions. The cloud-based solution 

is more viable as it is more scalable and can be easily integrated with the existing architecture. 

EPP quickly detects malicious code and threats. EPP can be combined with the EDR Endpoint 

Detection and Response module to protect against zero-day vulnerabilities and detect more 

advanced threats such as polymorphic attacks and fileless malware. With continuous 

monitoring, the EDR solution can offer a better view and give a number of response options. 

2.3.2 INTRUSION DETECTION AND PREVENTION SYSTEMS (IDS / IPS) 

An intrusion detection and prevention system are network security mechanisms for threat 

prevention and detection. It processes all network traffic flows to detect and prevent 

vulnerability exploits. These vulnerability exploits occur when malicious code is keyed-in to a 

targeted application or to a service that malicious users use to disrupt and obtain control of an 

application or a system. After an exploit, the attacker can disable the targeted service, which 

causes a denial-of-service state and advance access privilege rights and permissions accessible 

to the compromised application. 

There are a number of ways to detect exploits, but there are two major methods, i.e., signature-

based detection and statistical anomaly-based detection. 

Signature-based detection is a method based on a dictionary of distinctively recognizable 

patterns called "signatures of code" in each exploit. When an exploit is discovered, its signature 

is logged and saved in a constantly growing dictionary of signatures. These IPS signatures are 

further broken down into two types: 

2.3.2.1 EXPLOIT-FACING SIGNATURE 

Exploit facing signatures trigger the unique pattern of attempt, i.e., by identifying exploits 

generated on the unique patterns of a specific exploit. An IPS can detect exploits by matching 

an exploit-facing signature in the traffic stream (Ninawe et al., 2019). 
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2.3.2.2 VULNERABILITY-FACING SIGNATURE 

These are broader signatures that mainly exploit the underlying vulnerability of systems that 

are used as targets. Such signatures protect against a variety of exploits that are not directly 

observed, which increases the risk of false positives. 

An IPS provide analysis of negatively selected files for malicious content. On the contrary, an 

IDS is a passive system that analyses traffic flows and reports back on threats—an IPS 

aggressively analyses traffic flows and actively takes actions on the traffic that makes its way 

into the network. Such actions include generating alarms, connection resets, traffic drops 

(malicious traffic), and blocking traffic from specific sources. 

IPS should efficiently work to avoid any adverse effect on performance. It should operate 

swiftly because exploits take place in near real-time and accurately detect and respond to 

eliminate threats and false positives (legitimate packets misread as threats).  

Anomaly detection takes sections of traffic flow at random and matches them to a pre-

determined standard performance stage. If the traffic flow is beyond the parameters of the 

defined standard performance, the IPS acts to manage the situation. 

2.3.3 FIREWALLING 

Firewall devices are used to protect the network. It does not allow any authorized traffic to pass 

through the network. Firewalls come in various form factors, depending upon where they are 

placed. These devices are usually placed at the edge of the network, usually connecting to the 

internet. Firewalls require configuration to work. These configurations are usually known as 

"security policies." These security policies permit the traffic in the network and out of the 

network, and who can access what. All this traffic to and from any endpoint depends on the 

policies defined on the firewall (Haar & Buchmann, 2019). 

The firewall can have multiple zones, i.e., an inside zone, an outside zone, and a DMZ zone. 

The purpose of these is to define the traffic trust level and, through the help of the policies, 

traffic only moves between these zones. By default, all traffic from the outside zone that is 

going to the inside zone is dropped. Inside zone traffic only allows traffic from the DMZ zone. 

DMZ zone traffic allows traffic from outside and passes it on to the inside zone depending on 
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the policies. These policies are dependent on the five tuples of TCP, i.e., the source IP address 

from where the connection is initiated and the source port, i.e., from which port the connection 

from the source IP is initiated. The destination IP address is the IP address for which the 

connection is initiated by the source, and the destination port is the port to which the hosted 

service can be connected to an incoming connection. The last thing is the protocol, which is 

defined as the set of rules by which communication between source and destination takes place. 

The firewall also maintains logs, but it should be configured for the type of events, alarms, and 

warnings it should monitor and keep logs of. This helps understand the traffic and its patterns. 

It also logs traffic that is denied access to the network. This helps understand if some malicious 

user is trying to break into the traffic and also helps if something needs access and can be 

permitted as per security policy. Logs can be configured to be exported for detailed analysis. 

Operating with firewalls can be tough for users who do not have the technical knowledge or 

do not understand IT security and its protocols. It would be good practice if ISPs managed 

these firewalls. As ISPs have the required set of skills to operate firewalls, they can send the 

pre-configured firewalls to their users. Usually, the general pattern of traffic is flowing out of 

the network, and the NGFW new generation firewalls are stateful firewalls that keep track of 

traffic that is flowing out from the inside of the network and let that traffic come back in when 

it returns. This pattern is known as stateful firewalls, which maintain session records, i.e., five-

tuples. All firewalls can be managed from one central point. These policies can be configured 

from there. Any configuration, policy change, or upgrade can be performed from this central 

point by changing it manually or scheduling it at the most suitable time to prevent service 

disruption.  

2.3.4 SECURE DNS 

A DNS domain name server is a system that is responsible for translating registered names to 

IP addresses. When a user enters a URL into a browser to access a web service, that name is 

translated to an IP address because all services and hosted services are servers/hosts with IP 

addresses (local IP address RFC 1918), and these IP addresses are then translated to public IP 

addresses, and the name of the service is entered in the register against the public IP address. 

Upon receiving a request for that nameserver like google.com, the DNS tells which IP to use 

to access those services or send traffic to. DNS servers are hosted by the ISPs they serve. If 
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secure DNS is procured, it can prevent users from lots of harmful attacks and provide secure 

traffic to users as it will send or allow traffic from legitimate servers and prevent traffic from 

malicious URLs (Blacka, 2007). This can be very helpful in combating attacks like fishing, 

whaling, ransomware, etc. Secure DNS maintains a list of all secure URLs and only permits 

traffic to those that are signed URLs; otherwise, it drops the traffic. DNS also provides features 

like content filtering, which blocks sites known to distribute spam, malware, and botnets, and 

blocks communication with known botnet masters. Also, there are third-party secured DNS 

servers available that are free to use, and users can switch their DNS server by changing a 

single IP in the gateway. 

2.3.5 ANTI-MALWARE PROTECTION (AMP) 

An anti-malware program, commonly known as AMP, is a piece of software that protects 

computers and networks from malware like spyware, worms, and adware. It scans systems and 

networks for malicious software that is forced into the system. An anti-malware program is the 

best tool to keep the computer system safe and the information protected. Although it has a 

resemblance to antivirus software, anti-malware is distinct from antivirus software. Anti-

malware software has more advanced features and broader coverage than antivirus software 

(Zeijlemaker et al., 2018). It blocks spam, spyware, and other threats, which antivirus software 

doesn’t. Anti-malware normally has advanced malware protection technology, depending on 

the software features, which may vary. 

AMP works by monitoring and recording patterns. Through this technique, AMP identifies 

malware based on its nature, characteristics, and behaviour. Anti-malware do not match files 

to known threats; instead, if a file exhibits suspicious behavior, the anti-malware will identify 

it as a threat. It keeps an eye out for suspicious files that could harm a computer or network 

using the pattern monitoring technique. This feature enables AMP to detect malware more 

easily, as an anti-malware program doesn’t have to scan a file anymore. With its behavior in 

the system, malware is identified. 

AMP also works using another technique called "sandboxing." Through this technique, an anti-

malware program isolates any suspicious file. AMP keeps these files in the sandbox to perform 

further analysis. Threats are immediately removed, while other files are permitted but will be 

continuously monitored. Sandboxing is another good way to keep malware from infecting other 
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files, segregating harmful software from legitimate applications and preventing it from causing 

further damage. 

If malware is detected, AMP removes it, prevents it from execution and infects it further. If a 

similar type of file reaches the system again, it will be removed automatically, and AMP will 

prevent it from installing. 

There are a number of benefits AMP offers. It is regularly updated and generates alerts. 

Malicious users are kept out as such users use malware to gain access to the system. With AMP 

installed, users can have peace of mind that it is guarded. With AMP, users have the assurance 

that their data is safe and protected. AMP also keeps your system junk-free; it will notify you 

if junk files are consuming memory space and can be freed up. 

2.4 CONCLUSION 

This chapter initially focused on the home network and the types of users a typical home 

network has and what devices are operated on a home network, along with the future prospect 

of how technology is evolving, and users are getting their hands on the newest and greatest 

technology available at their disposal. While of all these factors, these users at home also 

constitute a remote workforce as well, which has their company's given device, or in some 

cases, this workforce also uses their own computers to work and operate. These 

workforce/remote working employees do not have sufficient knowledge of IT security. All they 

have available is an ISP-provided internet connection. The internet connection could be wired 

or wireless when given exposure. This brings lots of vulnerabilities of all sorts into the network 

and poses a great risk. These risks are ticking time bombs before they cause a very big incident. 

After all, it takes one vulnerability to be exploited to cause a large irreversible effect. This 

cyber incident causes serious damage and can ripple from home users or remote workforces to 

companies, corporates, and even governments. No one is safe as these threats are ever evolving 

and malicious users are getting more sophisticated, more equipped, and have far more resources 

available at their disposal. The issues of security and platform security arise: how can a home 

network be secured? to help home users who are not security -aware and lack even basic 

knowledge of cyber security. 

Considering the scenario at hand, their models were discussed in the next section, which was 

thin, intermediate, and thick models. These models were discussed while considering two 
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parties: the home user and the internet provider, or ISP, sharing responsibilities. Home users 

can choose any security model, and the ISP should provide services in accordance with the 

agreed service, depending on what legal responsibilities and SLA were agreed upon between 

the two parties and affordability. The role of the government was emphasized as playing a role 

in engaging ISPs to provide security to non-corporate customers, as ISPs have sufficient 

resources to engage with the economy. With customer support, ISP professionals will help to 

improve the overall security posture of the home network. 

There are a number of vulnerabilities that exist in a home network as it is not governed by 

security professionals but dependent on the knowledge of home or common users, which means 

they mostly do not understand security and its frameworks. There are categories of threats that 

were highlighted which are applicable to home users and are not limited but ever evolving as 

technology is evolving and providing a wider attack surface and threat vector for threat actors. 

Threat actors exploit vulnerabilities in a home network by employing a number of different 

attack types to take control of the system or extract the imported data from it. This can sabotage 

a reputation by leaking private data to the public. At some point, these could be secrets and 

sensitive information may also leak, which is a huge risk and a bigger threat to concerning 

bodies. 

To protect home users, the ISP role would be very dominant as they have users' trust by 

providing the internet and its related services. If these ISPs come forward and procure 

sophisticated security solutions that are greatly scalable using an economy of the scale model, 

they can manage and provide security or extend security services to home users. Over time, 

they can also educate home network users on how the home network security posture can be 

improved by bringing the security governance feature into their services. Some of the solutions 

that were discussed that can be placed centrally at the ISP level are very effective at combating 

security challenges, and other solutions were discussed that are placed on the home network 

but are ISP managed and controlled. Furthermore, we will discover more about such solutions 

in our study, try them, test them in a controlled environment, and note down our observations 

in the subsequent chapters.   
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CHAPTER 3 

Chapter 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we will discuss the methodology employed in designing the network for testing, 

validating, and evaluating the network guarded by firewalls based on the thin security model 

(Kritzinger & von Solms, 2010). This chapter includes a discussion of the tools and techniques 

used to simulate a home network and the introduction of a managed firewall based on a thin 

model (Kritzinger & von Solms, 2010) into the network. The evaluation of firewall packages, 

which is the objective of the research, shall be evaluated. Multiple vendors' firewall packages 

suitable for home users shall be evaluated. To simulate the attack on the home network, 

multiple tools from Backtrack, aka Kali Linux, will be used. A home network in which 

simulation will take place will be a controlled environment using the ethics of ethical hacking 

philosophy (Seema & Ritu, 2019). Evaluation of the features set offered by the firewall vendors 

based on the claims made concerning their effectiveness in protecting home networks and 

efficiency will be observed. 

3.1 KILL CHAIN 

Kill chain is developed by Lockheed Martin. The cybersecurity kill chain is a model for 

describing the steps an attacker must complete to carry out a successful attack. The model is 

made up of seven sequential steps, including reconnaissance, weaponization, delivery, 

exploitation, installation, command and control, and final actions with the aim of disrupting 

the attack (Tarnowski, 2017). One or more of these moves must be broken for the entire chain 

to fail, and in order for us to do that, we need to understand their p laybook using the NIST 

cybersecurity framework as a reference. 
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Figure 3-1 Kill chain 

3.1.1 RECONNAISSANCE 

The first step of any cybersecurity attack is to gather information about the victim, also known 

as reconnaissance. The two different stages of reconnaissance are passive and active. During 

the passive reconnaissance stage, an attacker will use indirect methods to gather information 

from publicly available sources (Engel, 2014). Google shows job listings and company 

websites. Once an attacker has collected as much public information as possible, they move on 

to active reconnaissance. This involves some level of interaction with your organization. 

During this phase, the attacker will actively probe your network system, looking for open ports 

and services. This includes technical tools like Nmap for port scanning and banner grabbing 

and vulnerability scanners. Vulnerability scanners are very loud and obvious, so attackers will 

usually limit their scope or slow scan over a period of time to avoid being caught. Defending 

against passive reconnaissance means limiting the level of detail we expose publicly. That 

means limiting the information put on job postings. Training personnel on acceptable use of 

social media sites and removing specific error messages from public servers. The first 

protective measure is to ensure that unused ports and services are disabled. This limits the 

number of entry points an attacker can use to get into your system. Honeypots are a great tool 

that can be used as a decoy against a would-be attacker. Not only do they divert attention away 

from real systems, but it also reveals what they're after and who they are. A firewall with IPS 

capabilities on the perimeter will provide filtering and segmentation while also monitoring for 

port scans and banner grabs. The entire purpose of the reconnaissance phase is to find a 

weakness that can be exploited, and once that weakness has been discovered, the attacker can 

proceed to the next step. 
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3.1.2 WEAPONIZATION 

In the weaponization phase, once an attacker has found a weak spot, their next step is to 

discover or create an assault so one can exploit that vulnerability. The weapon of choice will 

rely on the statistics collected during the reconnaissance step (Tarnowski, 2017). Some usually 

used weapons at some stage in this section are tools like Metasploit or Exploit DB. These are 

repositories for recognized exploits. A commonly used framework, "The Beal", is used to 

generate evasion code from malware social engineering toolkits. If it is determined to deliver 

the malware via social engineering campaign, and plenty of others, given that this degree is all 

approximately what the attacker uses as a weapon, it needs to have some of the fundamentals 

included, and that includes such things as patch control. Because it cannot take advantage of a 

vulnerability if there isn't always one to take advantage of, unpatched servers remain the supply 

of the significant majority of today's breaches. There are workplace macros, JavaScript, and 

browser plugins that are all known ways for an attacker to take advantage of, so disabling these 

will also greatly reduce exposure. Some technical controls are also observable to some degree, 

like any antivirus at the endpoint and perimeter to protect against known malware. An IPS is 

specifically configured to search for an exploit, tries in preference to simply port scanning and 

banner grabbing as within the reconnaissance stage. Email safety that includes antivirus and 

anti-adware features may be enabled in the course of this segment. The attacker is preparing 

which tool to apply, but certainly has not delivered the attack up till now. 

3.1.3 DELIVERY 

The delivery phase is where there one or multiple avenues to deliver the weapon (Tarnowski, 

2017). The delivery of the attack is determined by the kind of attack, but some common 

examples can include things like websites, malicious or clean. An attacker can infect a 

legitimate website they know users frequently visit, like social media or user input. This means 

the attacker has some level of interaction with a public server like a website or a database email. 

If the attacker has found a partner your company uses during the reconnaissance phase, they 

can embed malware into an order form that employees are more likely to open if they fish the 

email to make it look like it is coming from a partner.  

Common USB attacks, leaving infected USBs in public areas and around employees’ cars, 

hoping the temptation for them to put them into their laptops is too much. User awareness is 
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the single most effective security measure against the attack's delivery . This demands in 

organizing security training and phishing campaigns that educate users the fundamentals of 

good security practices. The protective measures that were previously discussed in the 

weaponization stage still apply, along with a few more measures that can be utilized to restrict 

the threat vector that an attacker can engage, email security but specifically DCAM and SPF. 

DCAM and SPF are email authentication methods to detect spoofed emails. SPF makes sure 

that emails are coming from an authorized IP of the domain, while DCAM uses digital 

signatures to verify authenticity. Both processes help ensure the emails are coming from 

genuine and authorized channels. Web filtering can restrict a user from accessing suspicious or 

known malicious websites. Disabling USBs and not giving users admin privileges additionally 

prevents a large part of the delivery mechanisms and malware typically used. 

DNS filtering blocks web requests that are destined for malicious sites. Using a secure DNS 

solution can block any DNS lookup request attempt to prevent communication across every 

protocol. It is usually used in addition to web filtering.  

Nowadays, it is observed that SSL is responsible for the majority of web and email traffic seen 

today on the internet, so if SSL inspection is not done in delivery channels, it can cause 

complete blindness to what's passing through those encrypted tunnels.  

3.1.4 EXPLOITATION  

The attacker has successfully delivered the weapon of choice to the target during the 

exploitation stage, and the attack has been carried out. This highlights failure in keeping the 

weapon out of the environment, and the attacker's only option is to conduct an exploit by 

actuating the trigger. The exploit resulted in a memory overflow, followed by a malware 

injection that was undetected by the antivirus solution. An endpoint exploit was carried out on 

an old version of JavaScript, and many other defensive methods are inadequate after an attacker 

successfully carries out the exploit, but there are a few that do exist. 

Data execution prevention (DEP) is a feature that is available in software and as  hardware that 

attempts to prevent code from being executed in memory of which it is not a part. Some 

antivirus solutions include an anti-exploit feature that monitors recognized applications for 

abnormal memory calls. Both methods serve as the last line of defence against known exploit 

actions. When an attacker reaches this point, they rely on posts and tools like a sandbox to 
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detect exploits that have already been executed. A sandbox has capabilities that are helpful in 

prevention but that are dependent up on the scenario. In most network environments, that is 

commonly referred to as "patient zero". A Patient Zero is an unknown file that is seen for the 

first time on the network. Any person who downloads this file will be infected, as malware 

analysis is time-bound and can take time. However, if the sandbox determines that the 

downloaded file is malicious, it can block it, protecting all other users from getting infected 

and further it will generate an alert to notify that patient zero is infected and proceed with 

mediation and recovery procedures. It is important to note that an exploit utilizes a vulnerability 

in an application or operating system, but it is not the end of it. The exploit's goal is to gain 

higher privilege access. 

3.1.5 INSTALLATION  

The exploitation and installation phases are interconnected. From the perspective of an 

attacker, a successful exploit allows the injection of a payload that will give an attacker higher 

privileged access to be successful in its objectives. Privileged access enables attackers to 

control the target at will in the future, even after the system has been patched for its previous 

vulnerabilities or rebooted. Known payload tactics used during the staging phase include DLL 

hijacking, injecting Meterpreter or similar payloads, and installing a remote access tool, also 

known as a rat. Meterpreter or similar payloads, and installing a remote access tool, also known 

as a rat. In this attack, registry changes are made to make a system start up automatically or to 

persist and execute PowerShell in a file. 

At this stage, an attacker has reached a point in the system where there are very few defences 

available. CHROOT jail can be used on Linux-based systems to isolate processes from the rest 

of the system, which will limit malicious file access to the data. PowerShell can be disabled 

entirely on Windows-based systems that do not require it. Certainly, there are some excellent 

post-infection tools available. User Behaviour Analysis (UBA) or Endpoint Detection and 

Response (EDR) solutions should flag any new unauthorised programme that has been 

installed, as well as detect any changes to registry and system processes, and should monitor 

system files and the registry for unusual activities. Unauthorized system changes,  processes, 

and registries should trigger an event and an alert. The monitoring teams should have a SOP 

defined at length or have a complete plan in place for this type of event, long before it reaches 

this stage. This should include identifying the device if it is mission-critical, removing the 
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device from the network, changing users' log-in credentials, and so on. Once it is determined 

that a system is infected, the process of its restoration to a known working state can begin. 

3.1.6 COMMAND-AND-CONTROL 

At this point, the system has been entirely compromised and is under the attacker's control. If 

the preceding steps were executed precisely, the attacker's access remains even if the system 

reboots or has a passive vulnerability. The infected device could begin carrying out the 

objectives right away, or it could wait for further instructions from its command-and-control 

server. Defense strategies will focus on limiting what they can control and detecting strange 

actions. The first step in limiting the impact of a breach is segmentation. The use of 

segmentation will make it more diff icult for the attacker to move across and will make it 

simpler to detect using audit logs. Even better is the ability to perform micro-segmentation via 

a zero-trust security model, leaves the infected user completely isolated on a port (Engel, 2014). 

A database of known command and control servers is included in the majority of next-

generation firewalls. Aiding this capability will aid in preventing known bad actors from 

gaining remote access. There is also a plethora of free and paid DNS servers available that 

provide botnet and command and control protection at the DNS level. Attackers frequently 

employ evasion methods such as DBA or fast flux to generate a huge number of domains that 

serve as rendezvous points. Connections to these common hubs will be terminated if access to 

recently observed domains is denied. 

Next-generation firewalls (NGFW) make use of layer 7 application control to block frequently 

used remote access tools such as telnet, SSH, Netcat, PowerShell, RDP, and other protocols. If 

there is a business case for using such tools, you have no business leaving your network  open 

by restricting such access from specific sources. An attacker will practically every time employ 

an encrypted connections to avoid detection, so if full SSL deep packet inspection is not 

performed, there will be complete blindness to any communication attempts going through that 

tunnel for detection indicators of compromised or IOCs (Indicators of compromise), which are 

also excellent post-detective tools. An IOC (Indicators of compromise) is a user server's 

monitored behavior i.e., revelation of a breach. It can be detected and stored on the endpoint 

or by a syn device with IOC supported actions on the target, with the target host now infected 

and the attacker is in the complete control. 
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3.1.7 ACTIONS AND OBJECTIVE  

To carry out an action to accomplish the goal. The motivation of the attacker leads the action, 

so determining the kind of attacker who may be aiming at an organization is very critical. If 

the goal is data exfiltration, an attacker may be encouraged by financial motives, while small 

nation-state malicious insiders may simply want to move across to go after a more critical 

system on the network (Spitzner, 2019). Endpoint tools that prevent data from moving off the 

endpoint or server, such as DLP (Data Leakage Prevention) or UBA (User Behavior Analysis), 

have a built-in capability that detects and prevents particular files from moving off the network. 

The concern is that if an attacker has already got access to the system, taking a screenshot of a 

protected document will not be detected by most of these tools. Lateral movement is a known 

technique used by attackers to obtain admission to a system. At this point, the reconnaissance 

phase starts again in order to discover more about the internal segment of a network. As a 

result, network segmentation between various authorization levels is critical in a network 

design. The zero-trust security model is based on the idea that everyone will ultimately fall 

prey to this phase of the kill-chain by eliminating the concept of trust on the inside segment of 

a network, which negotiates with all users as untrusted until proven otherwise. 

3.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 

Home networks connected to Internet has access through ISP provided modem which is a 

gateway to it and all traffic passes through in and out of this single point. If we replace the 

modem which is essentially a gateway to the internet with a Firewall that is designed to protect 

the network. Firewalls protect the network from attacks there are various kinds of firewalls in 

the market, and each has a different approach to protecting the network mainly these firewalls 

distinguish the network into two i.e., inside network and outside network. Here inside of the 

network will be deemed as home network and outside network will be deemed as the Internet. 

Firewalls provide protection by segregating these two segment and work as a barrier to does 

not let any traffic through it, permit traffic that is authorised to pass and denies any 

unauthorized access to the inside network from outside. Firewalls has the main role in 

protecting the network and are the only line of defence against threats.  
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Firewalls are available in various forms, factors, and capacity but in our testing, we will only 

focus on the firewalls which are suitable to protect the home network (Chintalapudi & Varma, 

2016) known as scalability. The testing of firewall done will be based on the given approach: 

• Penetration testing 

• Testing of the firewall implementation 

• Testing of the firewall rules 

• Testing of firewall feature as claimed in the datasheet by the vendor 

3.2.1 DESIGN SETUP 

The testing model enables the progression of research questions to help the study achieve its 

objective. The research questions and simulation determined the type of data needed for the 

tests as well as how data processing and analysis are most appropriate for testing the hypotheses 

and thereby answering the research questions. 

 

Figure 3-2 Test scenario 

 

This section will shed light on the design section of the lab, elaborating the devices involved 

in the Lab setup simulating the home network, subsequently emphasizing the process 
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simulating real-world exploit, by working through the penetration testing process flows of 

Ethical hacking.  

In the given topology there 2 users Alice and Bob. Each of these users is connected to different 

zones of the network Alice is connected to outside zone and will be acting as the malicious 

user who will be conducting various attacks using the machine Kali Linux, on the user Bob 

who is connected to the internal segment of the network and representing the home user on the 

machine with PC having Windows OS on it. In the middle is sitting our firewalls which will 

be the gateway for the Bob home network, this firewall is joining two networks together by 

routing traffic in between these 2 segments. We have packet sniffers connected inside the 

network to observe what traffic from the outside makes it through from outside to the inside of 

the network. 
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Figure 3-3 Testing Flow 

 

3.2.1.1 ENDPOINT DETAILS (INSIDE NETWORK) 

Any personal computer or personal computer required an operating system to work with. There 

are a range of operating systems available to work within the market e.g., Linux, Unix Android, 

Centos, Solaris, Ubuntu to name a few of them. Windows Operating system by Microsoft is 

the most common operating system used anywhere in the world. It is very popular as it is very 

user friendly due to its graphical user interface (GUI). There are many flavours and versions of 
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windows OS available as per requirement. Windows editions are available in a variety of home 

addition to professional versions. There are also various server editions available, which are 

commonly known as Windows servers edition. Due to its popularity and high adaptation in the 

market Windows provide a huge platform for development. There are millions of applications 

developed on the windows platforms for Windows users. Due to such huge development in the 

application space there not too many applications developed considering security as their target 

hence offer zero-day vulnerability and become the target of zero-day vulnerabilities attack 

[SHN] providing threat surface to malicious users. 

In the test lab, Windows OS will be used as a target machine simulating the home user machine 

to record the vulnerabilities. This machine will be connected to the inside segment of the test 

firewall. In the lab setup, the malicious user will initiate malicious traffic using tools in Kali 

Linux targeting machines running windows OS which is connected on the inside of the firewall 

segment.  

3.2.1.2 ENDPOINT DETAILS (OUTSIDE NETWORK) 

Generally, there are four main phases of assessments in information security that are as:  

i. Vulnerability assessment 

ii. Compliance 

iii. Penetration testing  

iv. Application assessment. 

Various methods are employed to identify security vulnerabilities and security 

assessment(Čisar et al., 2018). using tools Kali Linux also known as “Backtrack” operating 

system (OS) offers. 

Kali Linux is an operating system that is based on Debian-based Linux distribution. It has more 

focus on advanced penetration testing (pen testing) and ethical hacking. Kali Linux number of 

tools that are designed to perform a variety of information security tasks, like pen testing, 

vulnerability assessment, forensics tasks and reverse engineering (Čisar et al., 2018). The term 
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ethical hacking refers to with permission of the owner to perform tasks to identify 

vulnerabilities and exploit those security vulnerabilities in the network or any host. 

Kali Linux offers various hacking tools in one place which considerably enables users for 

vulnerability assessment and security testing. Kali Linux is an open-source and is easily 

available. Codes in Kali Linux can be seen publicly, and the Git tree makes it easy to see the 

expansion of coding progression. Kali complies with FHS (File-system Hierarchy Standard), 

allowing users to effortlessly discover binaries, libraries, etc. Due to this very important feature, 

Kali Linux stands out among the other Linux systems. 

Kali Linux has a variety of tools available and can be classed into the following categories: 

Reverse engineering 

i. Web applications 

ii. Stress testing 

iii. Information gathering 

iv. Vulnerability analysis 

v. Sniffing & Spoofing 

vi. Password attacks 

vii. Wireless attacks 

viii. Maintaining attacks 

ix. Exploitation tools 

x. Forensics tools 

xi. Reporting tools  

I. Hardware hacking 
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Kali Linux OS is a comprehensive diverse range of tools that are feasible to perform ethical 

hacking and testing. In our test method, we will use Kali Linux as an endpoint on the outside 

of the network of the firewall, conduct attacks directed towards the inside of the firewall 

network and see possibilities in form of pre-connection attacks and observer the effects in 

successful gaining access, post connection attacks and website hacking and highlighted their 

specificities or all this malicious traffic being sent from outside of the network of the firewall 

are dropped. Essentially Kali Linux in this scenario will the tool for the malicious user to direct 

attacks and send malicious traffic to test firewall features sets.  

3.2.1.3 FIREWALLS 

The 3rd major component of the test lab setup is a firewall. In this test setup firewalls will act 

as a gateway i.e., joining inside and outside network segments together, just like any network 

needs a gateway to send the network traffic in or out, in this setup firewall will work as a 

gateway. All traffic will pass through it. By default, firewalls filter all traffic between the 

segment it doesn’t let the traffic flow between the segment until explicitly defined or allowed 

to pass in between and this is done through the rules. These rules work on the 5 tuples i.e., 

source IP, destination IP, sources port, destination port and last protocol. In the rules section of 

firewalls, these rules are known commonly based on the security policies which defines what 

traffic is allowed from which source, allowed to which destination, traffic can be source-

specific, destination-specific, protocol-specific, we can also define what sort of traffic can and 

in which direction. Also, next-generation firewalls (NGFW) can filter contents and web traffic 

base on the security policies these rules are configured(Garbis & Chapman, 2021). These rules 

can be added, removed, and updated as per need and request bases hence securing the network 

and only allowing which is deemed as secure.  

There are many firewall vendors but in our test lab, we will test firewalls by Fortinet, Cisco 

Meraki MX series and Archadyan vRV9517. 

3.2.1.4 FORTINET FIREWALLS 

Fortinet (NASDAQ: FTNT) secures the largest enterprises, service providers, government 

agencies and organizations around the globe. Fortinet enables its clients with smart, unified 

protection across the increasing attack surface and the ability to take on growing operational 
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needs of the borderless network—in present and into the future. Fortinet Security Fabric 

architecture provides protection without compromise to deal with the most significan t security 

challenges, in a network, in an application, in a cloud, or in a mobile environment.  

Everyday Fortinet FortiGuard Labs employs one of the most efficient and established artificial 

intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) systems in the industry to handle and investigate 

more than 100 billion incidents daily, send actions in real-time threat intelligence to its clients. 

The blend of FortiOS, purpose-built SPU technology, and AI-powered threat intelligence 

showcases the Fortinet commitment to cybersecurity innovation and excellence.  

Fortinet has a flagship firewall platform called FortiGate. FortiGates are available in a broad 

range of selection to choose from and in various form factors which suit any environment and 

provide a wide range of next-generation security and networking features. The model which 

will be used in our lab for testing will be the FortiGate 30E series.  

3.2.1.4.1 FORTIGATE 30E 

The FortiGate 30E series provides a secure, scalable and Software-Defined Wide Area Network 

(SD-WAN) solution in a compact fan-less desktop form factor. Protects against cyber threats 

with system-on-a-chip acceleration and industry-leading secure SD-WAN in an easy, 

inexpensive, and effortless to implement. Fortinet’s Security Driven Networking methodology 

offers strong integration of the network with the innovative era of security. Given are the main 

features of the FortiGate 30E firewall  

FortiGate 30E security diagnoses thousands of applications in the network transport for deep 

check and granular policy implementation and guards against malware, exploits, and malicious 

websites equally in encrypted and un-encrypted flows, prevent and detect against known and 

unknown attacks by employing continuous threat-intelligence which is AI-powered FortiGuard 

Labs security services. FortiGate 30E Network delivers a high-density, scalable blend of high-

speed interfaces to enable customers for connectivity. 

Management Includes a console that is efficient, easy to use and offers broad network 

automation and visibility. Offers Zero-Touch Integration with Fortinet’s Security Fabric’s 

Single Pane of Glass Management. 
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FortiGate 30E provides a full view of users, devices, applications through the entire attack 

surface and uniform security policies regardless of location. It defends against network 

vulnerabilities with industry recognised IPS, which features low latency and improved network 

performance. Proactively subdues the latest recognised sophisticated attacks in real-time with 

AI-powered FortiGuard Labs and advanced threat protection services included in the Fortinet 

Security Fabric. 
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Figure 3-4 FortiGate 30E Specifications 

FortiOS is the operating system of FortiGates the core is FortiOS and it is the foundation of the 

Fortinet Security Fabric. Across FortiGate platform entire security and networking, operations 

are operated with this one intuitive operating system. FortiOS decreases complexity, budget, 

and reaction time by truly unifying next-generation security offerings and services. 

3.2.1.5 MERAKI FIREWALLS 

Meraki is a cloud-managed IT company and has headquartered in San Francisco, California. 

Meraki offers products that include wireless, switching, security, enterprise mobility 
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management and security cameras, all centrally managed by a single pane of glass from the 

web. Meraki was acquired by Cisco Systems in December 2012.  Meraki is a solution-based 

service provide which allow their customers to manage their mobile devices, computers to 

ensure security with high-end security cameras and its high-density WiFi is one of the best 

solutions. 

Meraki offers secure cloud-managed networking and what that means is Meraki primarily 

named it solely for user pain points users who want to have a robust network platform that they 

can build technologies on their own but it's not something they want to bog down in managing 

and that's why by design Meraki is simple it secure to enable massive amounts of data to be 

transmitted via the network in a way that's not only safe for users but secure in that encrypts 

everything to ensure there is no ability for unwanted access to be granted to that data on top of 

that as well as cloud-managed.  Meraki decoupled the control plane from the actual logic plane 

and in doing that it enables things like remote troubleshooting so if users got multiple sites that 

are quite geographically dispersed Meraki could manage them really easily if users got a lean 

IT skill, they could do monitoring and managing the network easily and that's where morality 

really plays in the industry understand Meraki now fits into the pace.  

3.2.1.5.1 MERAKI MX 64 FIREWALL 

The Cisco Meraki MX are multipurpose security and SD-WAN device with a broad set of 

functionalities to address multiple use cases. It is suitable to users of all sizes and across all 

industries depending on the MX to deliver secure connectivity to hub locations or multi-cloud 

environments, as well as application quality of experience (QoE), by means of advanced 

analytics with machine learning (ML). The MX device is 100% cloud-managed, so installation 

and remote management is truly zero-touches, making it ideal for distributed locations. MX 

devices are natively installed with a broad suite of secure network and assurance capabilities, 

removing the need for multiple appliances. 

 MX devices are capable of application-based firewalling, content filtering, web search 

filtering, SNORT®-based intrusion detection and prevention, Cisco Advanced Malware 

Protection (AMP), site-to-site Auto VPN, client VPN, WAN and cellular failover, dynamic path 

selection, web application health, VoIP health, and more. Layer 7 fingerprinting technology 

lets administrators detect unwelcomed content and applications and stops recreational apps like 
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BitTorrent from wasting precious bandwidth. MX device also has an integrated Cisco 

SNORT® engine which provides enhanced intrusion prevention analysis. The MX also uses 

the Webroot BrightCloud® URL categorization database for CIPA/IWF-compliant content 

filtering, and MaxMind for geo-IP-based security rules. Above all, these industry-leading Layer 

7 security engines and signatures are always up to date via the cloud, streamline network 

security management and provide peace of mind to its administrators. 

 

Figure 3-5 Cisco Meraki MX64 Specifications 
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3.2.1.6 ARCADYAN  

Arcadyan was established in 2003 and is part of Compal Group, it is incorporated the finest 

of Broadband access, Multimedia and Wireless infrastructure into its expertise. This 

successful order makes an advanced approach to broadband access technology development. 

Arcadyan builds products with the end-user in mind and is dedicated to practising high-

quality technology growth and making sure consumers get a strong and pleasant experience 

from their products. Development teams connect with leading industry researchers and 

developers, both in-house and external, to produce the best platforms and implementations 

for modern value-enhanced revolutions. Arcadyan solutions are designed to improve users’ 

experience, enable its customers to attain fast time-to-market and persistently competitive. 

3.2.1.6.1 ARCADYAN V9517 

Arcadyan V9517 is a multipurpose security device that offers functionalities to address 

multiple use-cases. It is suitable for home users and across all industries dependent on the 

Arcadyan V9517 to deliver connectivity. Established on various advanced technologies, 

leading wireless professional and broadband technologies, blended with industrial 

specifications, is to allow users to have better-customised experiences by providing cutting-

edge solutions while assisting customers to quickly launch products to maintain market 

competitiveness. Arcadyan VRV9517 has great 4x4 802.11ac Wave 2 Wi-Fi with band 

steering and MU-MIMO it is ready to go out of the box to give you great performance on any 

plan. 
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Figure 3-6 Arcadyan V9517 Specifications 

3.3 TESTING TOOLS 

There are a number of tools available in Kali Linux to induce cyber-attack in our designed lab 

(controlled scenario), these tests simulating cyber-attack in our test lab will have threat actors 

from the outside zone of the network using threat vector, making its way to threat surface 

passively (an attempt to gain or use information but not affect a system) or actively (a direct 

attempt to alter a system or affects its operations) reasons. Cyber threat attack surface refers to 

the digital and physical vulnerabilities in the hardware and software environment that are 

located inside the zone of the test lab. 

3.3.1 NMAP 

Nmap ("Network Mapper") is a free and open-source network discovery and security auditing 

utility. Linux Journal, Info World, LinuxQuestions.Org, and Codetalker Digest all named 

Nmap "Security Product of the Year.". 
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NMAP is very helpful for managing operations such as network inventory, managing service 

upgrade schedules, and monitoring host or service uptime for system administrators and 

network administrators. Nmap engages creative methods to discover what hosts are connected 

in the network, what services (application name and version) are hosted on that machine, what 

operating systems (OS versions) those machines are running, what type of packet 

filters/firewalls are in use, and lots of other features are available. It was created to scan huge 

networks instantly, but it also works perfectly with individual hosts. Nmap is compatible with 

all major operating systems, and binaries for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS X are offered. The 

Nmap suite also has an advanced GUI and results viewer called Zenmap. It has a compliant 

data transport, redirection, and debugging tool (Ncat), a utility for evaluating scan results 

(Ndiff), and a packet generator and response analysis tool (Nping). 

Nmap works by sending packets to a network for hosts and services. Once discovered, the 

software platform sends queries to target hosts and services to which they respond. Nmap 

analyses the response that it receives and uses that information to create a map of the network. 

The created map includes detailed information about what each port is doing, and which 

application (or what) is using it? how the hosts are connected? what is and is not making it 

through the firewall and listing any security issues that come up. 

Nmap uses a script that connects with the whole network, these scripts act as communication 

tools between the network hosts and the users. The scripts that Nmap operates are capable of 

vulnerability detection, backdoor detection, vulnerability exploitation, and network discovery. 

Nmap is an exceptionally effective utility(Kaur & Kaur, 2017). 

ISPs can use Nmap to search a system and understand vulnerabilities that exist in that system 

which a malicious user can potentially exploit in the target. Nmap is one of the most popular 

tools utilized for scanning networks for open ports and other vulnerabilities.  

3.3.2 WIRE SHARK 

Wireshark is the world’s leading network protocol analyser. It enables and gives visibility to 

what is happening in the network at a microscopic level. It is the de facto (and often de jure) 

standard across many industries and educational institutions. Wireshark success is due to the 

contributions of networking experts across the globe. It is the continuation of a project that 

started in 1998. Wireshark gives a rich feature set which are given as: 
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• Deep inspection of hundreds of protocols 

• Live capture and offline analysis 

• Standard three-pane packet browser 

• It is multi-platform supports Windows, Linux, OS X, Solaris, FreeBSD, NetBSD, etc. 

• Captured traffic can be analysed via a GUI, or via the TTY-mode TShark utility 

• Filter search 

• Vast VoIP analysis 

• Compressed Capture files with gzip  

• Live data from Ethernet, IEEE 802.11, ATM, Bluetooth, USB, and other platforms  

• Colouring options enable for quick, intuitive analysis 

• Output files can be extracted to XML, PostScript®, CSV, or plain text 

• Decryption support for many protocols, like IPsec, ISAKMP, Kerberos, SNMPv3, 

SSL/TLS, WEP, and WPA/WPA2 

• Read/write many different captures file formats: tcpdump (libpcap), Pcap NG, 

Catapult DCT2000, Cisco Secure IDS iplog, Microsoft Network Monitor, Network 

* General Sniffer® (compressed and uncompressed), Sniffer® Pro, and NetXray®, 

Network Instruments Observer, NetScreen snoop, Novell LANalyzer, RADCOM 

WAN/LAN Analyzer, Shomiti/Finisar Surveyor, Tektronix K12xx, Visual 

Networks Visual UpTime, WildPackets EtherPeek/TokenPeek/AiroPeek, etc. 

Wireshark collects traffic information from the wire through the network interface. It runs in 

promiscuous mode (if required), to inspect and display data related to protocols, IP addresses, 

ports, headers, and packet length. The following  diagram shows how all the elements work 

together to display packet-level information to the user(Bullock & Parker, 2017). 
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Figure 3-7 Wireshark Working 

 

Wireshark has Winpcap/libcap driver, which allows NIC to the run-in promiscuous mode; the 

only time it doesn’t sniff in promiscuous mode is when the packets are directly, intentionally 

destined/generated to. 

3.3.3 METASPLOIT (ARMITAGE) 

Metasploit Framework is a Ruby-based platform developed to test and execute exploits against 

remote hosts. It includes a compilation of security tools that are used for penetration (PEN) 

testing, along with a powerful terminal-based console — called msfconsole — which allows 

to find targets, launch scans, exploit security flaws, and collect all available data. It is available 

for Linux and Windows; MSF is probably one of the most powerful security auditing tools 

freely available for the infosec market(Seema & Ritu, 2019). There are a number of MSF 
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libraries available in the package that allows running the exploits without having to write 

additional code for rudimentary tasks, such as HTTP requests or encoding of payloads.  

Scanning is an important part of PEN testing. Like, malicious users go straight into exploitation 

as they have already obtained the IP address range used by the organization. This is a critical 

mistake as they have not discovered all the live hosts or open services(Seema & Ritu, 2019). 

Continuing a penetration test without having a solid understanding of the environment. When 

it comes to vulnerability scanning, pen testers often have a range of tools available at their 

disposal. Metasploit provides a graphical user interface (GUI) that simplifies the threat vector 

for the threat surface, increasing the effectiveness of vulnerability scanners. After the threat 

surface is identified the next step is to proceed with the exploit phase. Exploit is sent to target 

if successful, a corresponding session is opened. 

Armitage is a wonderful Java-based GUI front-end for the Metasploit Framework Its goal is to 

help security professionals better understand hacking and help them realize the power and 

potential of Metasploit. Armitage is available in Kali-Linux, so all is required to 

run Armitage from any command prompt. 
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Figure 3-8 Armitage 

 

Figure 3-9 Metasploit Architecture Infographic 

3.4 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

To meet the objectives of the research work, a testbed as given in the design section of this 

research is set to conduct the set of tests identified further in the sections. These tests are based 

on the principle of ethical hacking i.e., commonly known as white hat hacking as well. Ethical 

hacking requires an authorized effort to obtain unauthorized access. In our test lab working 

with ethical hacking principles and actions of malicious attackers. These principles help 

identify security vulnerabilities using the tools. Using these vulnerability scans further, ethical 

hackers will conduct penetration testing.  

The result of vulnerability scans and Armitage exploit gives us data from various sources, this 

data can later be used to measure the effectiveness of each firewall package. The Nmap data 

will provide the network maps which gives the inside view of the network service, IP and ports 

are open which are exploitable. Nmap gives Network map data, helpful in exploiting targeting 
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a vulnerable host. Firewall logs enable us to find about the traffic flows. PCAP captures will 

help us dissect the captured traffic packet, look through and inspect the contents of each packet. 

3.4.1 VULNERABILITY SCANNING (NETWORK MAP) 

Kali Linux which is an endpoint connected on the outside of our network segment, controlled 

by an ethical hacker, attack generated from the outside to a vulnerable endpoint located on the 

inside of the network segment, running the NMAP TCP Scan. TCP scans are generally used to 

check and complete a three-way handshake between the source and the chosen destination 

target host. TCPs scans are very noisy and can be detected with almost little to no effort, termed 

“noisy” as the services log the sender IP address and trigger Intrusion Detection Systems . Nmap 

scans a network for hosts and services, produces raw IP packets in an advanced way to 

determine the software platform transmits data to those hosts and services which then 

reply(Shah et al., 2019). Nmap reads and interprets the data response that came back and uses 

the information to create a map of the network. 

 

Figure 3-10 NMAP Network Map 
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Nmap gives data output available for analyses in five different formats. The default is 

called interactive output, and it is sent to standard output (stdout). There is a normal 

output, which is similar to interactive except it displays fewer runtime data and warnings since 

it is anticipated to be analysed after the scan completes rather than interactively.  Interactive 

output is the default and has no associated command-line options. 

Nmap TCP SYN process starts by sending a TCP packet with the SYN flag set to port 22, like 

any legitimate TCP connection in the first step in the TCP three-way handshake. If the target 

port is open, in the second step Scanme sends a reply with the SYN and ACK flags. The targe 

would complete the three-way handshake by sending an ACK packet, acknowledged by 

SYN/ACK. This step is not required, since the SYN/ACK reply already indicates that the port 

is open. If Nmap ended the connection, that involves another handshake process, using FIN 

packets instead of SYN. An ACK is another way but still has a step involved. If the SYN/ACK 

is ignored, Scanme assumes it dropped and re-send it. There is another better option since we 

don't intend to make a full connection, which is an RST packet. This instructs Scanme to ignore 

the attempted connection (reset). Nmap could send this RST packet, but it doesn’t need to. The 

OS on the target machine receives the SYN/ACK unexpected as Nmap created the SYN probe 

itself. So, the OS reply to SYN/ACK with an RST packet. Most ports in a large scan will be 

closed or filtered. The packet traces for those are the same as described for SYN. Only open 

ports generate more network traffic. 

 

Figure 3-11 NMAP Scan result 
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3.4.2 EXPLOIT  

Vulnerabilities in the system are already identified using NMAP TCP scan, the step is to 

generate an exploit. Armitage uses a dialogue box to launch the exploit. The Armitage exploit 

launch dialogue enable configuration options for a module and choose whether to use a reverse 

connect payload. Armitage presents options table are customisable. Armitage chooses payload 

itself and generally, Armitage will use Meterpreter for Windows targets and a command shell 

payload for UNIX targets (Raj & Walia, 2020). 

Armitage makes it easy to manage the Meterpreter agent successfully exploiting a host. Hosts 

running a Meterpreter payload will have a Meterpreter N menu for each Meterpreter session. 

Some exploits result in administrative access to the host. Other times, you need to escalate 

privileges yourself. To do this, use the Meterpreter N -> Access -> Escalate Privileges menu. 

This will highlight the privilege escalation modules in the module browse.  

Armitage logs all console, shell, and event log output, organizes these logs w.r.t date and host. 

logs can be found in the ~/.Armitage folder and through GUI  browse to  View > Reporting > 

Activity Logs folder. Armitage saves copies of screenshots and webcam shots in this same 

folder. Edit “armitage.log_data_here.folder” to redirect log files to another location . 

 

Figure 3-12 Armitage Exploit dialogue box 
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Armitage and Metasploit share a database to track your hosts, services, vulnerabilities, 

credentials, loots, and user-agent strings captured by browser exploit modules. 

To get this data, go to View > Reporting > Export Data. This option will export data from 

Metasploit and create easily parse able XML and tab-separated value (TSV) files. 

3.4.3 PCAP   

In the test lab Wireshark is configured which captures traffic and gives “. pcap” files, i.e., 

record packet data that has been captured from a network. Packet data is recorded in files with 

the “. pcap” file extension and these files are very lucrative, used for truth-finding and analysing 

performance problems and cyberattacks in the network (Banerjee et al., 2010). PCAP file 

creates a records network data that you can view through Wireshark. 

The Wireshark allows configuring the multi-options for the capture which enables to give the 

required filed and options which makes it easy to work and analyse the traffic. There are three 

main tabs that offer a range of options i.e., Input, output, and options, if not sure about the 

option just let the option be on default mode.  

Wireshark gives a deep view of the packet which in our testbed if passes the firewall, can be 

analysed which details about the type of packet, give the source and destination protocol and 

port to which it is sent to, help analyse in great details. Filters enable to precisely control which 

packets are displayed. They can be used to check for the presence of a protocol or field, the value 

of a field, or even compare two fields to each other. These comparisons can be combined with 

logical operators, like "and" and "or", and parentheses into complex expressions. 
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Figure 3-13 Capture Menu  

By default, Wireshark’s TCP dissector keep track of each state TCP session and provides further 

information when problems or any potential problems are found. When the capture file is opened 

analysis is done for each TCP packet. Packets are parsed in the order in which they appear in the 

packet list. You can enable or disable this feature via the “Analyse TCP sequence numbers” TCP 

dissector preference. 
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Figure 3-14 TCP Analysis” packet detail items 

TCP Analysis flags are added to the TCP protocol tree under “SEQ/ACK analysis”. Each flag is 

described below. Terms such as “next expected sequence number” and “next expected 

acknowledgement number”  

3.4.4 FIREWALL LOGS  

The firewall maintains logs for every traffic flow which passes through it, provided the logging 

option is enabled to capture. Firewall logs data enables, which gives the truth about what traffic 

is allowed to pass, and which traf fic is restricted and dropped on the basis of security policy 

rule configured on the firewall. Firewall logs, give the details of what sort of traffic is dropped, 

and help us detect the reason if the traffic is dropped is it due to implicit rule or it is due to 

explicit rule? These logs also help understand the policy of the network what sort of traffic is 

permitted in / outside, to and from the network, what protocols are allowed , and what is 

restricted? Firewalls also have the capability to drop known malicious traffic and logs it by 

virtue of its UTM features(Garbis & Chapman, 2021).  

The firewall traffic log let the traffic through, a real-time display of active sessions is shown. 

If you right-click on a listed session, you can choose to remove that session, remove all 

sessions, or quarantine the source address of that session. Right-click on any of the sources 

listed and select Drill Down to Details. variety of information can be viewed about the source 

address, including traffic destinations, security policies used, and if any threats are linked to 

traffic from this address. 
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Figure 3-15 Firewall Logs 
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Figure 3-16 Traffic data rate 

 

Figure 3-17 Traffic from source 
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Figure 3-18 Data rate from source 

3.5 SUMMARY 

This chapter discussed testing the methods and tools employed to complete the study. The 

design section discussed the overall approach, lab setup i.e., endpoints details, firewall 

packages, tools for testing and monitoring results involved collecting data to conduct the study.  

The tests performed in this chapter resulted in producing various kinds of data in the form of 

firewall logs, Nmap producing network map and gives us the vulnerabilities in the system, 

Armitage exploited vulnerabilities in the network lab and finally “pcap” file which helped 

provide the insight of network traffic per-packet basis. Further to this data collection, proceeded 

to analyse data collected and analyse what traffic made it through the firewall (during testing) 

and what traffic is blocked by firewall package i.e., the traffic generated using tools/tasks 

performed from outsight endpoint to inside endpoint which traffic flows reached inside 

endpoint proving the claims made in the specification sheet of the firewall package. The results 

obtained are presented in chapter 4. The overall study followed the phases set out in Figure 14. 

First, a thorough literature review of security provisions in home networks, to identify 

vulnerabilities and in the testing phase exploit those vulnerabilities in the network. Secondly, 

promoting home network security packages for work remote workforce (WFH employees) 

showing how effective firewall packages are protecting against such exploits different ones – 

depending on cost and availability of versions and test each one.  
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Figure 3-19 Study Plan 

The results are in comparison of the performance of each product with the manufacturer claims 

and compared the performances between each. From the comparative analysis, judgements are 

made on the value of these firewall packages which are more suitable for WFH employees as 

a product, and recommendations made for security improvement. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Chapter 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this research topic, the questions were identified considering the challenges of home users' 

network security based on the literature review done in previous chapters, and it was suggested 

that home users should seek some help with home network security. When considering this 

model, an architectural suggestion was made in which the ISP will come forward to help the 

home users, as ISPs are responsible for providing internet services and most of the threats come 

from the outside of the network through the internet. ISPs will provide a firewall that will 

restrict the malicious traffic coming from the outside segment and direct it towards the inside 

segment of the home network where home users reside on the network. Since home users don’t 

have the knowledge and technical expertise, ISPs will manage their home firewall suite. Also, 

economies of scale will procure solutions that provide a secure internet platform. Through our 

research, we identified three firewall packages that ISPs can provide to home users. These 

firewalls were identified considering the scale of the network available to home users and what 

suits them best, i.e., "cost value evaluation." Three packages were identified that are suitable 

and were evaluated in our study as per the vendor's specification f or features that are suitable 

for home users. In this chapter, the observations made during the experiments conducted as per 

the design set up in the previous chapter, i.e., chapter 3, are presented.  

The first section of this chapter describes the attack samples used to investigate the firewall 

feature in accordance with vendor specifications. The subsequent section of this chapter 

provides the details of the attack process. Then attacks on the target machine are analyzed, and 

observations on the role of the firewall in the network are made. This section will also cover 

the test results of the various attacks. The last section will conclude with test results by 

responding to research suggestions or questions. The sample attacks are established to observe 

the method and techniques as discussed in chapter 3 but are subject to the restrictions of CEH 

principles and simulation software restrictions. 
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4.1 SEGMENTATION 

Segmentation, Segmentation, as the world explains, is to divide or to segregate networks or to  

create small networks or sub-networks that are separate from one another. Segmentation is 

done to secure the network and it restricts communication among segments. Segmentation can 

be done on the per-interface basis of a device, per VLAN basis, type of network connected to 

or section of the network that belongs to certain types of users or devices. Policy rules and 

addressing can be configured according to the audience available in those segments, 

determining what segment of the network it needs access to and to what service it requires 

access. These subnetworks can talk to each other as per FW policies and rules, but only certain 

rules allow them to talk to each other. This way, policies are applied to certain sections of these 

networks rather than applying overall to one big network or where necessary. 

Fortinet offers great flexibility in terms of segmentation and offers various segments in the 

form of zones and zone pairs, which basically allow traffic flow and filter-out traffic based on 

these zones and zone pairs. Cisco Meraki also offers good flexibility in terms of segmentation 

and works strictly on policies but configuring zones and zone pairs is not straightforward to 

configure. The Archadyan only supports 2 segments outside and inside, and there is no 

flexibility to add or create further segments, i.e., it contains 1 big network and poses a great 

deal of security threat to its users. 

 

Figure 4-1 Firewall Segment configuration option 
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Figure 4-2 Firewall Segment configuration option ii 

 

Figure 4-3 Firewall Segment configuration option iii 

4.2 DHCP SCOPE  

The DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol is responsible for allocating IP addresses to 

hosts along with many other options. A pool of IP addresses can be defined from where hosts 

on the segments can acquire IP addresses. They can also restrict the IP addresses to mac 
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addresses so that the only known host can acquire IP addresses and no other host can acquire 

the IP addresses. They can also restrict the number of IP addresses in the pool as well.  

All firewalls, i.e., Fortinet firewall, Cisco Meraki, and Archadyan have various DHCP server 

configurations, but Fortinet and Cisco Meraki have more DHCP options supported and 

available, which makes them more secure. Fortinet and Cisco Meraki also support multiple 

DHCP scopes, i.e., per each segment. However, Archdyan supports a single DHCP scope.  

 

Figure 4-4 DHCP configuration 

 

 

Figure 4-5 DHCP configuration Mac address binding i 
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Figure 4-6 DHCP scope 

 

Figure 4-7 DHCP configuration MAC address binding ii 

 

Figure 4-8 DHCP address allocation 
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4.3 POLICIES AND RULES 

Policies and rules are the main components of every firewall. These are policies that direct the 

firewall to permit or deny any traffic. By default, the rule is to deny all traffic , i.e., to drop 

every incoming and outgoing connection that passes through these firewalls. These traffic rules 

are dependent on the policy and vary according to users and services. Generally, in 

environments like home networks, traffic usually flows out, i.e., the request is made from the 

inside segment of the firewall. There are firewalls that are stateful in nature but only allow the 

returning traffic and maintain the session table to allow the traffic from the session initiated 

from the inside segment. In a home network, permit all traffic to flow out, i.e., traffic from the 

inside segment to the outside segment, or as per need. This security policy in terms of firewall 

rules is based on 5 TUPALS, i.e., what traffic is allowed to pass through the firewall. The same 

works for incoming traffic, defined as the traffic that is allowed towards the inside segment 

coming from the outside segment/internet. This way, home users can host a website or start a 

filesharing server as per their needs. Furthermore, there are other rules that are implicit in 

nature and drop all traffic, whether incoming or outgoing. 

For our firewall research and evaluation, we allow all traffic from both sides, inside and outside, 

to test the feature set of firewalls and determine their effectiveness in protecting. 

From our packages, Fortinet and Cisco Meraki offer a wide range of rules. These devices not 

only work on 5 TUPALS but are advanced in nature and have an advanced application -based 

recognition system. These firewalls not only recognise traffic on the OSI model layer 3 but go 

up to the advanced level and recognise traffic on layer 7, which secures the network at the 

maximum level, i.e., gives complete control over the traffic that is flowing in and out of the 

network. Also, these rules are flexible and can be time-based as well as be enabled and disabled 

as per time and need. Archadyan only offers the ability to configure basic policy rules, but it 

does provide the limited capability of port forwarding, helping home users host webservers and 

FTP servers. 
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Figure 4-9 Policy rules 5 TUPAL 

 

Figure 4-10 Policy configuration options 
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4.4 REACHABILITY AND ACCESS 

In a test lab, the first test is to make sure there is reachability among all the devices, i.e., all 

devices are able to send traffic to each other as per our lab topology, as our topology has 2 

segments, "inside" representing the home network and "outside," which represents the internet 

or segment that doesn’t have permission to initiate malicious traffic, i.e., an attack on the inside 

host/home network. Also, we have a firewall in our network that, in-principle, drops all traffic 

unless there is a policy that permits the traffic. 

The hosts in the test need IP addresses to have reachability. DHCP servers are configured on 

the FW to allocate IP addresses. Specific addresses are reserved per mac address. This is a 

security feature that helps protect the network; only authorized and known devices will be able 

to get the IP addresses. Given are the screenshots of the FW configuration for DHCP 

reservation, IP address acquisition, and IP policy to allow traffic between 2 segments, i.e., 

inside and outside, to verify connectivity and security features offered by firewalls. 

Given are the addressing detail of the segment representing “outside”: 

 

Figure 4-11 Host IP allocation 
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Figure 4-12 Firewall segments 

 

Figure 4-13 Inside Segment configuration 
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Figure 4-14 Outside Segment Configuration 

 

Figure 4-15 Routing entries 

 

Figure 4-16 Accessibility from outside host to outside gateway 
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Figure 4-17 Accessibility from outside to inside gateway 

 

 

Figure 4-18 Accessibility from outside host to the inside host 

 

 

Figure 4-19 Inside host IP address 
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Figure 4-20 Accessibility from inside to outside segment 

4.5 RECONNAISSANCE 

The first and foremost task is to identify the target on the network, i.e., reconnaissance 

operations to identify and set the target for attack. Through this operation, they identified the 

target on the inside segment of the network by running the NMAP scanner. The NMAP scans 

give us an inside picture of the network and help us identify the target and its vulnerabilities in 

terms of what ports are available on the target host from which attacks can be conducted. 

There are two main phases to this scan: considering the home network scenario and evaluation 

of the firewall package. How effective is the firewall package in protecting the home network? 

We had 2 scans, one in which the NMAP scans were done from the outside segment and the 

other from the same segments where our target host resided, and we observed the effects of the 

firewall presence in this phase. To verify the vendors' claims of securing the home network, 

FIREWALL POLICY 1: ALL TRAFFIC PERMITTED FROM OUTSIDE TO INSIDE 
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Figure 4-21 NMAP  

 

Figure 4-22 NMAP GUI, Scan command and options 

 

Figure 4-23 NMAP Reconnaissance/scanning i 
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Figure 4-24 NMAP Reconnaissance / scanning ii 

 

Figure 4-25 NMAP TCP Wrapped target host 
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Figure 4-26 NMAP host vulnerabilities (open ports) i 

 

Figure 4-27 NMAP host vulnerabilities (open ports) ii 
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Figure 4-28 NMAP host vulnerabilities (open ports) ii 

 

 

Figure 4-29 NMAP: Vulnerability nebios-ssn (open port) 
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Figure 4-30 NMAP: MS-wbt-server Vulnerability (open port) 

 

Figure 4-31 NMAP: MSRPC vulnerability   

 

Figure 4-32 NMAP: MSRPC (Eternal blue ransomware vulnerability)  
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Figure 4-33 NMAP: Webserver port 

 

Figure 4-34 NMAP: List of all vulnerabilities  

 

Figure 4-35 Firewall connection view during NMAP Scan 
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Figure 4-36 Firewall source view during NMAP Scan 

 

Figure 4-37 Firewall Policy permitting connection from outside to inside segment 
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Figure 4-38 Firewall permit connection from the source interface 

 

Figure 4-39 Firewall permit connection to the destination interface 
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Figure 4-40 Wireshark capture: show malicious packet capture transfer 

 

FIREWALL POLICY DISABLED TO PASS TRAFFIC BETWEEN THE 

SEGMENTS: 
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Figure 4-41 Disabled firewall policy 

 

Figure 4-42 policy denies traffic from outside segment to inside segment 
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Figure 4-43 No traffic is passed from outside segment to inside as policy denies  
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Figure 4-44 No vulnerability scans not possible due to firewall blocking traffic 

4.6 EXPLOITS TESTING 

During this phase, the exploitation was conducted on targets identified during reconnaissance 

and observations were made. As previously discussed, there are various exploitation 

techniques to conduct attacks on the target. The Kali operating system offers the best of all 

tools and frameworks, which is why we are connected to the outside segment. Several attacks 

were generated, like DOS Attack, Intrusion, Web Exploit, Eternal Blue, and FTP Exploit. These 

exploits also have 2 phases: initially, the first attack was conducted by evading the firewall 

from the inside segment, i.e., from the same segment where our target host is located, deviating 

from the working topology to notice the effects of the firewall in the network; later, the same 

attacks were generated from the outside segment directed toward the inside segment to observe 

the effects of the firewall. Fortinet and Cisco Meraki firewalls were successful in blocking the 

attacks, proving their capability to block DOS attacks, intrusion attacks, web filtering, eternal 

Blue, and FTP exploits, while the Archadyan demonstrated the limited capability to block such 

attacks and tends to be vulnerable. 
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4.6.1 DOS ATTACK 

A DDOS attack is a denial-of-service attack that basically generates an overwhelming amount 

of traffic for the target so that it is unable to serve the legitimate traffic previously discussed. 

"HPING" and "MSF" were used in our lab to generate ICMP packets, while MSF generated a 

TCP SYN-flood attack. 

Fortinet and Cisco Meraki were good at managing such attacks, while Archdyan didn’t have 

good management in blocking such traffic. Like Fortinet and Meraki, they can penalize the 

source if they continue to send unusual traffic, freeing up the bandwidth fro m legitimate 

sources. While Archdyan does not have an advanced mechanism in place to deter such attacks, 

all bandwidth is exhausted by ill-legitimate traffic, proving there is not enough strength against 

DOS attacks. 

4.6.1.1 TCP SYN ATTACK 

In this type of DOS attack, the malicious users initiate half-open TCP connections towards the 

target machine and exhaust its resources to deny legit connections to work, hence denying 

service, discussed in detail in chapter 3. The TCP SYN attack in our test lab was generated 

using the Kali Linux Metasploit framework "syn flood exploit". 

Attack generation from outside segment toward host at inside segment: 
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Figure 4-45 Generate SYN flood attack using Metasploit framework 

 

Figure 4-46 Wireshark capture (inside segment): SYN-flood attack on port 80 
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Figure 4-47 Wireshark capture (inside segment): SYN flood attack packet detail 

 

Figure 4-48 Wireshark capture (inside segment): SYN-flood attack on port 80 ii 
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Figure 4-49 Wireshark capture (inside segment): SYN flood attack packet detail ii  

4.6.1.2 ICMP FLOODING ATTACK 

In this type of DOS attack, the malicious user generates continuous ICMP packets that are sent 

towards the target machine and exhaust its resources to deny legit connections to work, hence 

denying service to legitimate users, discussed in detail in chapter 3. An ICMP flooding attack 

in our test lab was generated using Kali Linux's Hping3 command. 
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Figure 4-50 Wireshark capture: ICMP Flooding  

 

Figure 4-51 Wireshark capture: ICMP flooding packet details 

Post Attack: END flooding attack (capture from inside segment) 
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Figure 4-52 Concluding SYN-flood attack 

 

Figure 4-53 Post attack capture (no malicious packets) 

4.6.2 INTRUSION ATTACK 

A network intrusion occurs when there is any unauthorized activity on a digital network, and 

it is frequently associated with the theft of valuable information resources and jeopardizing 

network security. In order to protect organizations, security teams need to have a thorough 

understanding of how network intrusion works and implement solutions to protect the network 

from intrusion, detection, and response. 

In our test lab, Fortinet and Cisco Meraki firewalls were good at managing intrusion attacks. 

Both firewalls have IDS systems built-in to the native OS and, due to their online nature, both 

firewalls actively update signatures. Fortinet and Cisco Meraki have IPS that prevents such 
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attacks, i.e., it not only detects the unusual behavior but has methods to stop it as well. While 

Archdyan doesn’t have advanced IDS and IPS, it is OK at managing basic intrusions, but it 

does not have a mechanism to keep up with advanced attacks or update its signature base.  

 

Figure 4-54 Intrusion attack using Nikto 
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Figure 4-55 Wireshark capture: Intrusion packets 

 

Figure 4-56 Firewall logs showing Intrusion (IDS) 
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Figure 4-57 Firewall logs show details of Intrusion (IDS) 

Enabling IPS feature on Firewall:
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Figure 4-58 IPS configuration 

 

Figure 4-59 Implementing IPS on segment 

 

Figure 4-60 Post IPS config on FW, IPS attack initiation 
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Figure 4-61 Firewall IPS in action dropping packets 

 

Figure 4-62 No Post IPS no intrusion packets detected 
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4.6.3 WEB FILTERING 

Web filtering helps create a safer online environment for home users. Included as part of 

Firewall OS, Web Filtering helps provide an additional layer of defense between vulnerable 

home users and internet-based threats. In our scope of testing, ISPs protect home users and 

remain in control of what happens on the internet by tailoring their web filtering set up to meet 

their own specific needs. 

Fortinet and Cisco Meraki, both proved good protection against malicious web traffic, both 

offer good web filtering i.e., it can control explicitly any URL, also block categories of 

websites, like adults, gambling, guns, games, video, social media and a list goes on. Archadyan 

does not offer any web filtering options. 

Pre-configuration results:

 

Figure 4-63 pre-web filter configuration inside host can access the website 
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Figure 4-64 URL Web filter configuration 

 

Figure 4-65 Web filtering result 
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Figure 4-66 Content-based web filtering 

4.6.4 AMP EXPLOIT (ANTI-MALWARE PROTECTION) 

An Anti-malware protection is another great feature available in NGFW (Next-Generation 

Firewall) to protect the network user from malware. AMP keeps updating their signature from 

online DBs provided by vendors which are connected over the internet. These DBs have the 

latest and greatest definitions of viruses loaded in the DBs hence protecting the network users 

from all modern theatres. 

In our test lab, Fortinet and Cisco Meraki were good at blocking malware, identifying it as a 

malicious contest and blocking the file from being downloaded on the system. Archadyan is a 

basic firewall, and it is not an NGFW. There is no option to protect against the malware and 

also there is no online support for it as it does not offer the AMP feature. 

Pre-Configuration results:  

 

Figure 4-67 Virus Delivery using the malicious link 
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Figure 4-68 Downloaded malware on the host (win7 PC) 

 

Figure 4-69 sessions initiated from outside upon execution of malware  
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Figure 4-70 Controlling target host 

 

Figure 4-71 Wireshark capture showing payload delivered to target host 
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Figure 4-72 Target machine show unknown connection 

 

Figure 4-73 Gathering details of the compromised machine remotely 
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Figure 4-74 Remote desktop screen capture (hack) 

 

Figure 4-75 Hacker sending a command from Kali machine 

 

Figure 4-76 Compromised machine receive a command from hacker 

 

AMP Configuration: 
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Figure 4-77 Firewall AMP Configuration 

 

Figure 4-78 Implement AMP configuration on the firewall 
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Figure 4-79 Firewall blocking Malware download 

 

Figure 4-80 Wireshark capture showing, malware detected and blocked 
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Figure 4-81 Wireshark packet capture showing content forbidden 

4.6.5 VPN 

A VPN, or virtual private network, allows the remote workforce to connect back to the 

corporate office, i.e., to virtually make corporate office services available on the local network. 

Due to the data encryption mechanism, which encrypts the data, it is helpful to protect the data 

travelling over the public network and maintain confidentiality. VPNs are connected over the 

internet service by using a tunnelling mechanism and adding header packets, which are then 

removed when they make it to the destination. Through the local break policy feature, only 

selected traffic is sent over this VPN tunnel, and internet traffic directly goes out without going 

into the tunnel. This removes the overhead on corporate internet data processing. Client-Server 

VPN Architecture: clients connect to a server (VPN Concentrator). Clients come in various 

form factors; soft clients or firewalls can be configured to connect as clients or VPN 

concentrators. 

Fortinet and Cisco Meraki Firewall both support VPN connectivity in all combinations, i.e., 

firewalls work as clients, and these firewalls support VPN concentrators. Fortinet client-soft 

VPN clients are also available. Cisco Meraki supports Windows native VPN client 

connectivity, and the feature is called "easy VPN," which helps connect to a VPN server in just 

a single click. Whereas Archadyan does not support VPN connectivity from its hardware as a 
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client or even server, a connected user from the host can individually connect using a client 

application. 

VPN concentrator configuration 

 

Figure 4-82 VPN Concentrator Setup 

 

Figure 4-83 VPN Concentrator Authentication Method 
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Figure 4-84 VPN Concentrator Policy 

 

Figure 4-85 VPN Concentrator Options 

 

Figure 4-86 VPN Concentrator Setup confirmation 
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Figure 4-87 VPN Concentrator Tunnel 

 

Figure 4-88 VPN Concentrator Tunnel Misc. 

 

Figure 4-89 VPN User Setup 
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Figure 4-90 VPN User account 

 

Figure 4-91 VPN User account email 

 

Figure 4-92 VPN adding a user to group 
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Figure 4-93 Windows VPN Client Setup 

 

Figure 4-94 Windows VPN Client configuration 
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Figure 4-95 Windows VPN connection dialogue box 

 

Figure 4-96 Windows VPN client Connected to Firewall 
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Figure 4-97 Window connected to VPN segment 

4.7 SUMMARY  

In this chapter, testing is performed to evaluate firewall packages. The process identified in the 

previous chapters to conduct tests was utilized to extract the result against the feature 

specification sheet by the vendor. Multiple exploits simulating attacks were generated using 

Kali Linux tools. Test results were obtained by combining firewall logs, Wireshark packet 

capture from both segments, i.e., from the outside segment and the inside segment, and 

evidential screenshots from the machine-generated attacks and from the target host, taken from 

both segments. The research questions to evaluate the firewall packages to protect home 

networks were also answered with the test results. The next chapters will proceed to discuss 

data collected during the testing phase and the effectiveness of firewalling to protect home 

networks. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Chapter 5: ANALYSIS 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter, the outcome of testing was presented as per the test scenario performed 

based on the product datasheet. Furthermore, in this chapter, we will analyze the results 

obtained during the testing phase. Chapter 4 covers details and discussion on the challenges of 

home network users as outlined in Chapter 2. The result of testing firewall features set in 

Chapter 4 is applied to answer the research questions raised in Chapter 3.  

This chapter has two main sections. The first section, which discusses the tests conducted, and 

the second section, which discusses the output of the test results and analysis drew based on 

the results obtained, these results will help us establish the role of the firewall for use in home 

networks, thereby answering the main research questions and justifying the need for the study. 

5.1 ANALYSIS 

The analysis is based on the specification sheets of the firewall. The tests were conducted using 

Debian-based Kali Linux, and the target machine was a Window 7 64-bit CPU architecture. 

The results are subjected to the types of attacks used in Chapter 4 on detecting and blocking 

suspicious traffic. A range of attacks was conducted during the testing phase. These attacks 

were based on considering the threat surface of common home networks and industry-known 

challenges. These attacks are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Observation includes the 

management of the device and a list of detailed features that are available in general and are 

not highlighted in the specification sheet. The given table shows the effectiveness of the 

firewall in the home network and the features it offers.: 

Features  

Meraki 

MX64  

FortiGate 

30E 

Arcadyan 

VRV9517 

Power supply internal internal internal 

Configuration backup YES YES YES 

DHCP YES YES YES 

DHCP Subnets Multiple Multiple Single 

DHCP Reservations YES YES YES 
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VLAN YES YES NO 

Firewall Rules  ADVANCE ADVANCE BASIC 

Stateful YES YES NO 

Security Zones YES YES YES 

IP Forwarding YES YES YES 

Static Routing YES YES YES 

LAN Routing Protocol YES YES YES 

WAN Routing 
Protocol YES YES NO 

DOS prevention YES YES YES 

IDS ADVANCE ADVANCE GOOD 

IPS ADVANCE ADVANCE NIL 

Web Filtering YES YES NO 

Web Cache YES YES NO 

AMP YES YES NO 

VPN YES YES NO 

NAT YES YES YES 

QOS YES YES NO 

Load Balancing YES YES NO 

QOE YES YES NO 

QOS YES YES YES 

PCI YES YES NO 

DNS YES YES YES 

Web health YES YES NO 

URL Filtering YES YES YES 

Machine Learning YES YES NO 

Link Monitoring YES YES NO 

Policy Scheduling YES YES YES 

Layer 7 security YES YES NO 

Content filtering YES YES NO 

SSL inspection GOOD ADVANCE NIL 

DLP YES YES NO 

CASB YES YES NO 

App control YES YES NO 

File type control YES YES NO 

Wireless Support YES YES YES 

Multiple SSIDs YES YES YES 

Wireless 5GHz YES YES YES 

Config Templates YES YES YES 

Cloud management YES YES NO 

Interface usage 
report  YES YES YES 
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User usage report  YES YES NO 

Application report YES YES NO 

Cloud Archive YES YES NO 

Web search filtering YES YES NO 

Cell Enabled YES YES YES 

USB support  YES YES YES 

IPV6 YES YES YES 

Copper Connection NO  NO  YES 

Device Restrict YES YES YES 

User Authentication YES YES YES 

External 
Authentication YES YES NO 

MAC filtering YES YES YES 

Port Forwarding YES YES YES 

System Logging YES YES YES 

Traffic Logging YES YES NO 

NTP Settings YES YES YES 

Remote Management  YES YES YES 

Remote Login Policy YES YES YES 

Firmware Upgrade YES YES YES 

Factory Default YES YES YES 

Table 1 Feature Analysis 

5.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

The motivation for this study was based on the idea of cyber security challenges during a 

pandemic (COVID-19) faced by home network users or employees working from home due to 

movement or travel restrictions. This research study is based on home network security and 

how to protect home network users. Threats that are faced by home users affect the architecture 

of the home network. How can homes be protected from emerging threats? Does the knowledge 

of cyber security help home network users in protecting their homes and securing their home 

networks? Does ISP-managed firewalls help home network users securing home network? To 

determine the role a firewall can play in a home network, we evaluated multiple vendor firewall 

packages and each vendor's unique offering. 
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5.2.1 THREAT TO HOME NETWORK AND SOLUTION AT ISP LEVEL 

This research study investigated the modern-day smart home security challenges that home 

users or staff working from the home face. What are the security aspects where such users are 

challenged? Users cannot be left to fight for themselves. This is of specific and essential 

importance. There should be new ways of looking at home networks and ideas to protect them 

that have the same level of security as enterprises have these days. 

To answer the above question, seek help for home network users who are not security -aware 

and do not have knowledge of emerging threats. To cope with the ever-evolving threat surface 

of home networks, the security of a home network should be on par with enterprise-grade 

security. It would be best if the same level of measures were taken at the level of home networks 

that are procured by enterprises to secure their networks. Enterprises procure enterprise -grade 

firewalls to secure networks. They have enough resources and staff to manage that network, 

whereas home network users cannot upskill to an equivalent level. Considering the situation at 

hand, ISPs' roles are enhanced, and they are given the responsibility to manage home network 

security. This can be done by procuring solutions that can protect the home network from the 

major threats emerging from outside the internet by procuring the solution and deploying the 

internet infrastructure. 

The economy of scale will play a major role, as home network users cannot procure such 

expensive solutions on an individual basis, but at the ISP level, this can be done. By procuring 

such solutions, the underlying infrastructure will be secure, and extended service will be secure 

to home networks, protecting them from external threats. 

5.2.2 INFORMATION SECURITY AWARENESS 

The home network threat surface can be restricted by seeking help from ISPs. Replace the 

home internet modem gateway with an ISP managed firewall. This concept is very helpful in 

reducing the threat surface as firewalls are proven methods of securing netwo rks and only 

permit connection based on the security policy/firewall rules or traffic going out and permitting 

the same traffic upon return, i.e., based on the entry in the firewall state table. This scenario 

was tried and tested in the home lab with various other tests conducted that proved the 

effectiveness of firewalls protecting home networks and various other features offered that 
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protect home users from the damage that can be caused by social engineering by sending 

harmful content and malicious links, which otherwise home users can fall prey to easily. 

These firewalls can be sent preconfigured to the home users and can also be configured as per 

user request as well. Firewalls can also be managed remotely. Any further requests as per the 

needs of users can also be granted with a consultation. This way, users will know the nitty-

gritty and consequences of the change. There will be help available to the home users in terms 

of counselling for the security measures. For such changes and requests, only an authorized 

person with designated access can make such changes. A centralized monitoring system at the 

ISP level will know the emerging threats and similarly suppress them. Any emerging threat 

passing through the firewall will be suppressed. An overall firewall gives total control over the 

security of the home networks and protects its users in its entirety. 

5.3 FEATURE ANALYSIS  

Each firewall has its own unique offering that can be categorized. Pricing plays a vital role 

when it comes to home users. Firewall ratings are based on the management aspect and the 

relationship between the user and the firewall vendor. The effectiveness of a firewall is driven 

by the unique offering of the firewall feature set by its vendors. By putting it together, it makes 

a complete firewall package, and in the given table, these unique offerings are compared on the 

basis of the vendor offering: 

LEGENDS Good Avg Bad 

  FortiGate Meraki Archadyan 

Pricing        

Recurring cost    

Cloud-enabled    

Cloud Configuration    
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On-Premises Configuration    

Device Dimensions    

Power Consumption    

Pre-deployment configuration required    

Rating  

Meets Security requirement        

Ease of use        

Ease of setup        

Ease of admin        

Quality of support        

Ease for doing business        

Product Documentation    

Product direction        

Device throughput    

Fibre-Optic termination    

Fixed IP Support    

Routing Protocols Support    
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Non-techy Home User Administration 

Self Service Requests    

Self Service maintenance     

Zero-touch provisioning     

Device ownership    

Security - Unified Threat Management for Unified Threat Management Software 

Features        

Antivirus        

Whitelist        

Antispam        

Content filtering        

Web filtering        

Administration for Unified Threat Management Software 

Administration        

Reporting and analysis       

Alert notification    

Dashboard       
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Table 2 Vendor Unique offering evaluation 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

Results are drawn from the study and practical lab demonstration on the principles of CEH; 

conclusions are based on the results obtained, and analysis is performed on the data obtained. 

The findings support the conclusion reached through this study and in the lab that home 

networks are extremely vulnerable to cyber-attacks. A suitable firewall solution would be of 

tremendous assistance in protecting the home network. The home users seek help from ISPs as  

previously discussed at great length why the ISP’s role is so important in this whole affair.  

The attacks generating Kali Linux on the host are depicting real-world attacks on every home 

network, as Kali Linux is the main tool used in the industry for vulnerability assessment and 

penetration testing. This chapter concludes the discussion by evaluating the firewall package 

that blocked malicious traffic and removed any potential attack on the home network, detecting 

network intrusion and preventing it by blocking or dropping such traffic. Web filtering and 

content filtering components secure home networks by dropping requests to malicious sites 

that could land home network users in hot waters, hence securing a home network. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Chapter 6: CONCLUSION  

6.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will focus on concluding this study based on the questions on which this research 

was initiated. Subsequent sections will discuss the highlights of the overall study. The next 

section emphasizes methodological impact, followed by discussing the limitations of the 

research due to the restricted lab environment, and the last section will have a discussion about 

the future road map of this study. 

6.1 RESEARCH SUMMARY 

This research study began with Chapter 1: the background discussion, detailing and discussing 

the background of this research study; the scenario of a typical home network; the type of users 

on a home network; the type of devices in a home network; and, due to ever-changing 

technology, what advancements a typical home network has seen due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. It was examined what difficulties arise as a result of a rapid increase in the workload 

of a home network. Security has been recognised as a major concern for the home network and 

its users, which is the motivation for starting this research study and the reason for this 

topic. The target of this study was identified, aiming to secure home networks and their users 

through this research by proposing to look deeper into a model or approach that assists home 

network users in securing their home networks by delivering assistance and delegating less 

responsibility. The last section of this study covered the general structure of this study and the 

suggested subsequent course of action to move forward with this research.  

Concluding with the introduction of the study topic and establishing the concerns in Chapter 

1, further progressed to Chapter 2. In this chapter, the discussion continued to suggest a model 

that protects a home network and its users and discussed the security models, i.e., thick security 

models, intermediate and thick security models, and how these models will be effective in 

security threats, while the discussion continued to become acquainted with major cyber-attacks 

that every network faces. There are numerous threats, but this study focused on the main 

attacks, which also encompasses the derivates of cyber-attacks.  
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The third chapter discusses the study methods used to answer the research questions of testing 

and assessing firewall solutions given by vendors. Getting the lab-ready for testing Creating a 

home lab in a constrained area based on ethical hacking principles, discussions about the 

network's surroundings, network type, and network division aided in the testing process. It was 

a two-phased approach, pre and post effects of the firewall packages in the lab. Operating 

systems were identified, which helped conduct the study. On the inner segment of the network, 

which is represented as a typical home network with a Windows 7 host connected, and on the 

outer segment, a malicious user depicting the internet has Kali Linux, which has ill intentions 

towards the home network users and generates cyber-attacks using Kali Linux. The Kali Linux 

tools were discussed to perform the kill chain, which involves a model made up of seven 

sequential steps including reconnaissance weaponization delivery, exploitation installation, 

command and control, and finally actions on objectives to disrupt the attack. These model 

stages and models were designed to gather observer outcomes in order to evaluate the effects 

and value of firewall packages as well as how they can safeguard them. To observe the result, 

captured the packets, monitored Win7 Host, monitored traffic on both network segments, and 

finally observed logs on the firewall itself. 

In Chapter 4, research findings on the assessment of firewall packages against cyber-attacks 

were reviewed. The outcome of firewall features and its evidence of operation in the lab were 

observed, as were aspects such as IP address, security policy, and internet availability. The 

impact was noticed during reconnaissance with and without a firewall in the midst of the inner 

and outer segments. Tests were carried out in the testbed to assess the firewall against cyber-

attacks such as ICMP flooding intrusion, web filtering, AMP exploit, and FTP exploits, and 

the results were obtained on the acquired firewall packages and analyzed for efficacy with the 

proof in this chapter. 

In Chapter 5, analysis was conducted on the basis of results in Chapter 4 and  answers to 

research questions did prove the point of the study, i.e., the effectiveness of protecting home 

networks with ISP managed firewalls will help reduce the threat surface and protect home 

networks. The firewall feature does offer security to the home network and its users. 

Furthermore, each seller has more distinct feature sets to provide, which will be a trade -off 

over the preference that a consumer wishes to acquire. Last is chapter 6, drawing a conclusion 
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on the overall research and providing a future road map to protect the home network and 

enhance security measures. 

The research explored the challenges faced by home network users in various capacities, be it 

a common home network user using their home network in a personal capacity, be it a student, 

being a housewife, being a businessman or woman, being a tech who is hosting service out of 

their home network, or an employee who is working remotely facilitated with WFH. Modern-

day home networks have devices based on IoT technology that help carry work or use them for 

entertainment purposes, for education and upskilling purposes, or to carry out daily chores. 

Common people are not tech-savvy. They do not understand technology, and when it comes to 

security, they are lacking in knowledge. A framework to bring home network support under the 

ISP umbrella as an extension of the ISP managed remote site under the principle of the managed 

network. The study on the kill chain gives a better understanding of the whole process of cyber-

attack. This process is critical for understanding threat surfaces and cyber-attacks because any 

of the steps in such a process will fail the entire chain, as we saw in this study with the 

introduction of network segmentation and firewall. In our research, the lab was a simulation 

performed in a controlled environment with the system limitations in terms of the server 

hosting the virtual machines having data centre grade processing power and memory, which 

does depict the actual effects of a cyber-attack on the Win7 host, which otherwise are very 

drastic. Some of the tests prove that the functionality and features work, but in real life, the 

effects could be horrendous in the scenario where the host is connected back to the corporate 

office using a VPN client and all traffic is encrypted. In the controlled environment, the tools 

used were already known. The cyber-attacks simulated were known as the target host IP and 

the segments were known as part of grey-box testing. Cyber-attacks are more sophisticated in 

nature and multiple tools are employed at once, with the further installation of bots that sit 

under the network for long periods of time without going unnoticed. The Win7 host was made 

vulnerable to conduct testing and prove the working of the firewall packages.  

Understanding the processes and the memory behaviour is essential to monitoring the system 

performance. The malicious software causes damage to the operating system performance and 

executes specific processes. Hence, understanding the malicious program's behaviour and the 

utilisation of processes, including the system's abnormal behaviour, is critical for post-

malicious file execution. In the current study for malware analysis, the malicious files are 
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analysed in a controlled sandbox environment, where they pass through  different techniques 

like static and dynamic malware analysis. Depending on the analysis method, the file is marked 

as malicious, which generates the signature of the malicious file. The file signatures are updated 

for the end-point antivirus software. The malicious file with a variant can have different 

signatures, and the techniques are even available for handling variants. These detections are all 

based on sandboxing the malware for analysis. The approach is not applicable for the detection 

of zero-day malware. 

The method for resolving the problem of vulnerable home networks was discussed in this 

thesis. Home network users or ordinary people can’t be  tech-savvy or know about the emerging 

cyber threats or understand the vulnerabilities of the systems or applications/websites they use. 

They can be very easily tricked into such situations and need help to protect them. ISPs should 

take measures and governments should legislate to protect home users from cyber-threats as it 

is in their jurisdiction to protect them from other crimes by police. Similarly, policing at the 

infrastructure level would mitigate this issue by protecting homes.  

6.2 CONTRIBUTION 

The research explored the challenges faced by the home network user in various capacities be 

it a home network user using the home network in a personal capacity, be it a student, be 

housewife, being a businessman or woman or some tech who is hosting service out of home 

network or an employee who is working remotely facilitated with WFH. The modern-day home 

network has devices based on IoT technology that help carry work or use it for entertainment 

purpose or use for education and upskilling purpose or carry out daily chores. Common people 

are not tech-savvy they do not underlie technology and when it comes to security, they are 

lacking in knowledge. A framework to bring home network support under the ISP umbrella as 

an extension of ISP managed remote sites under the principle of the managed network. The 

study on the kill chain gives a better understanding of the whole process of cyber-attack, this 

process plays a vital role for threat-surface and cyber-attack as any of the steps from such 

process will fail the complete chain. As in this research, we observe with the introduction of 

using network segmentation and firewall. In our research, the lab was a simulation performed 

in a controlled environment with the system limitation in terms of server hosting the virtual 

machines having data centre grade processing power and memory, which does depict the actual 

effects of cyber-attack on the win7 host which otherwise are very drastic. Some of the testing 
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prove the functionality and feature working but in real life, the effects could be horrendous in 

the scenario where the host connected back to the corporate office using a VPN client and all 

traffic is encrypted. In the controlled environment, the tools used were already known the 

cyber-attacks simulated were known the target host IP and segments were known which part 

grey box testing. Cyber-attacks are more sophisticated in nature and multiple tools are 

employed at once and further installation of bots that sits under the network for a long time 

without being gone unnoticed. The win7 host was made vulnerable to conduct testing and prove 

the working of the firewall packages. 

The understanding of the processes and the memory behaviour is essential to monitor the 

system performance. The malicious software causes damage to the operating system 

performance and executes specific processes. Hence, understanding the malicious program 

behaviour and the utilisation of processes, including the system's abnormal behaviour, is critical 

for the post malicious file execution. In the current study for malware analysis, the malicious 

files are analysed in the controlled sandbox environment, where it passes through different 

techniques like static and dynamic malware analysis. Depending on the analysis method, the 

file is marked as malicious, which generates the signature of the malicious file. The file 

signatures are updated for the end-point anti-virus. The malicious file with a variant can have 

different signatures, and the techniques are even available for handling variants. These 

detections are all based on sandboxing the malware for the analysis. The approach is not 

applicable for the detection of zero-day malware. 

This thesis discussed the method to resolve the problem of vulnerable home networks. Home 

network users / common people can’t be tech-savvy or know the emerging cyber threats or 

understand the vulnerabilities of the systems or applications/websites they use, they can be 

very easily tricked into such situations and need help to protect them. ISPs should take 

measures and governments should legislate to protect the home user from cyber threats as they 

protect them from other crimes by policing similarly policing at infrastructure level over such 

malicious traffic/attacks to mitigate this issue by protecting homes. 

6.3 RESEARCH LIMITATION 

The research explored the challenges faced by the home network user in various capacities be 

it a home network user using a home network in a personal capacity, be it a student, be 
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housewife, being a businessman or woman or some tech who is hosting service out of home 

network or an employee who is working remotely facilitated with WFH. The modern-day home 

network has devices based on IoT technology that helps carry work or use it for entertainment 

purpose or use it for education and upskilling purpose or carry out daily chores. Common 

people are not tech-savvy they do not underlie technology and when it comes to security, they 

are lacking in knowledge. A framework to bring home network support under the ISP umbrella 

as an extension of ISP managed remote sites under the principle of the managed network. The 

study on the kill chain gives a better understanding of the whole process of cyber-attack, this 

process plays a vital role for threat-surface and cyber-attack as any of the steps from such 

process \will fail the complete chain as it this research, we observe with the introduction of 

using network segmentation and firewall. In our research, the lab simulation was performed in 

a controlled environment with the system limitation in terms of server hosting the virtual 

machines having data centre grade processing power and memory, which does depict the actual 

effects of cyber-attack on the win7 host which otherwise are very drastic. Some of the testing 

prove the functionality and feature working but in real life, the effects could be horrendous in 

the scenario where the host connected back to the corporate office using a VPN client and all 

traffic are encrypted. In the controlled environment, the tools used were already known the 

cyber-attacks simulated were known the target host IP and segments were known which part 

grey box testing. The cyber-attacks are more sophisticated in nature and multiple tools are 

employed at once and further installation of bots that sits under the network for log time without 

being gone unnoticed. The win7 host was made vulnerable to conduct testing and prove the 

working of the firewall packages. 

The understanding of the processes and the memory behaviour is essential to monitor the 

system performance. The malicious software causes damage to the operating system 

performance and executes specific processes. Hence, understanding the malicious program 

behaviour and the utilisation of processes, including the system's abnormal behaviour, is critical 

for the post malicious file execution. In the current study for malware analysis, the malicious 

files are analysed in the controlled sandbox environment, where it passes through different 

techniques like static and dynamic malware analysis. Depending on the analysis method, the 

file is marked as malicious, which generates the signature of the malicious file. The file 

signatures are updated for the end-point anti-virus. The malicious file with a variant can have 

different signatures, and the techniques are even available for handling variants. These 
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detections are all based on sandboxing the malware for the analysis. The approach is not 

applicable for the detection of zero-day malware. 

This thesis discussed the method to resolve the problem of a vulnerable home network. Home 

network users / common people can’t be tech-savvy or know the emerging cyber threats or 

understand the vulnerabilities of the systems or applications/websites they use, they can be 

very easily tricked into such situations and need help to protect them. ISPs should take 

measures and governments should legislate to protect a home user from cyber threats as they 

protect them from other crimes by policing similarly policing at infrastructure level over such 

malicious traffic/attacks to mitigate this issue by protecting homes. 

6.4 FUTURE WORK  

As we have discussed in our research study, seeking help from an ISP and adding a firewall to 

a home network will have a huge impact in terms of securing a home network. Firewalls are 

proven to protect a network, but this protection works near the endpo int, i.e., near the 

destination. The malicious traffic begins travelling from the sources from where it was initiated, 

makes its way through the gateway to the ISP, passes through the ISP core network and 

channels through to reach the destination. The idea is to prevent the home network from being 

through firewalls, though such traffic will pass through several hops and only be dropped at 

the destination, utilizing and wasting resources unnecessarily. The attacks should be stopped 

at the source, not at the destination. In the future, work should be done to protect not only the 

home but also the network and the internet infrastructure as a whole. No malicious traffic 

should cross the internet. All malicious traffic should be dropped after crossing the gateway  

and before it enters the ISP core, or at maximum level in the ISP core. ISPs do have the capacity 

to invest in and protect the internet infrastructure, but ISPs surely need government support in 

this regard to secure the internet infrastructure platform. The government's role would be 

crucial in terms of legislation and legalities, as an ill person can't be treated against their will. 

A secure internet platform will not only protect public homes but will also protect businesses 

and other industries as well. Again, such a huge investment is only possible by an economy of 

scale where everyone participates and should contribute to being protected. Working together, 

adopting changes, modern security solutions can be procured, and secure services can be 

delivered to all, which helps flourish future generations. 
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6.5 CONCLUSION 

This marks the end of a long journey by concluding this research thesis. In this chapter, we 

reviewed the overall research study, the contributions towards the research, limitations 

observed during the research, and at the end, we discussed the future opportunity to further this 

research by suggesting a study on a secure internet platform. 

This research study aims to identify the modern-day security threats to a home network and 

how to protect the home network from them?  How a home network can be protected from 

ever-emerging security threats? Does the knowledge of cyber security help home network users 

protect their homes and secure their home networks? What help ISPs can offer to home network 

users? Do ISP-managed firewalls help home network users secure their home network? 

Determine the role a firewall can play in a home network and keep the security threats at bay? 

Evaluate multiple vendor firewall packages and each vendor's unique offering which will 

protect the home network and secure home network users. 

Research started off in anticipation of the COVID-19 pandemic situation, which forced people 

to start working from home. That increased the amount of data traffic and important business 

data being moved between home networks and offices through the internet. Because of the 

daily emerging cyber threats and the fact that most people are unaware of cyber threats, a home 

network becomes a vulnerable place. 

To formulate a solution How to secure home network? Taking the idea of a managed network 

model being offered to enterprises by ISPs, which has their network and its security managed 

by ISPs. The same idea is being proposed to be implemented on a home network, i.e., by taking 

the home network security responsibilities away from non-techy home network users, who are 

unaware of ever evolving cyber threats, that could help users protect their home network. These 

models were categorised as thick, thin, and intermediate models, where the security 

responsibility of a home network will be shared between an ISP and users according to the 

adaption and implementation of the model. As an immediate step to adapting this approach, an 

ISP-managed firewall would be added to the home network to serve as a gateway, as all traffic 

passes through this firewall and connects the home networks to ISPs. Furthermore, to test the 

feasibility of this model in this study, we simulated cyber threats to a modern home network 

and its users in a restricted environment and monitored their effects with and without firewall. 
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Determined to help users evaluated proposed operational models and the efficiency of firewalls 

in securing a home network. 

To search for the most optimal firewall package which an ISP can offer as a part of managed 

network home users and considering the cyber security knowledge of a home user, evaluation 

of available market firewall packages is performed in a restricted lab environment imitating a 

home network. Evaluated each firewall package's unique offering by performing a series of 

tests with respect to features offered. As a result of testing, data is generated in the form of 

traffic logs, performance charts, and packet captures. Deep analysis was performed on the data 

gathered. Also, comparison of the performance among firewall packages by analyzing the 

performance during the testing phase enables us to establish what unique features these firewall 

packages can offer to help protect the home network. 

With the results obtained and the analysis performed, it is concluded that home network 

security managed by ISPs would be of great help, with the suggested security models and 

firewall packages being adequate in protecting home networks from modern-day cyber threats. 

Home network users will have help from an ISP who has relevant resources, skill-set, and 

trained staff that will help and support home network users to secure their home networks.  
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